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Dr. Christopher Row '91 Habitat Travels to New IVIexico
Trinity's New Chaplain Volunteers Help Build Five New Homes For Underprivileged
KATE KANE
NEWS WRITER
"We seek God together,"
reads our school motto, a state-
ment that is really quite fitting
with the goals of Trinity's new
chaplain, Dr. Christopher Row.
Row, a Phi Beta Kappa Trinity
Graduate, will join us this sum-
mer after the completion of his
ordination at Harvard this June.
Here at Trinity, Row earned his
BA in Art History and Music in
1991 and went on to receive a
Ph.D. from Harvard's school of
History of Art and Architecture in
1999. While at Harvard, Row
wrote his dissertation on Philip
Hubert Froham, the architect who
designed not only the Washington
National Cathedral, but Trinity's
chapel as well. His knowledge of
the architecture of Trinity's
chapel will be a huge asset to
Trinity's future plans for the
chapel's renovation. As a result
of his time spent at Trinity as a
student and his time spent at
Harvard studying Trinity's
chapel, Row seems to have a
unique and valuable understand-
ing of the Trinity community.
Row's plans for Trinity tran-
scend the physical space of the
chapel however, as he is eager to
work alongside students upon his
return. Indicating his desire to
unite students in their faith, and
his willingness to relate to our





As of 5:00 PM last Thursday*
residents of Jones and Elton
became the guinea pigs in an
experimental security program.
All codes were deactivated from
exterior doors - the key pads were
removed, in fact - and the resi-
dents are now required to use
their cards in the card readers to
gain access to the building.
The initial announcement
caused some confusion. Jones is
a "restricted access" dorm, while
Elton is termed an "open" dorm.
This means that only Jones resi-
dents have access to their dorm, a
state of affairs that was voted
upon in the fall during the
Restricted Access Referendum.
Many students were concerned
thai this restriction would now
apply to Elton. This is not the
case
The software behind the card
readers allows the operator to
select specific individuals to
access a building; in the case of
Elton, the entire student body still
has access to the building so that
anyone may take advantage of the
first-floor study facilities. Jones
is remaining a restricted access
dorm, which means that residents
must let their visitors in.
All the residents were taken
by surprise when (hey received a
voicemail Tuesday afternoon,
prior to the removal of the key-
pads. There was no prior notifi-
cation. Most were equally sur-
see CARDS on page 6
New dorm Security System causes
problems wih student access.
INSIDE THIS WEEK'S
Read about one of Trinity's own
talented musicians John Rose,
an organist who will be per-
forming April 9 p. 13
Check out the new Blind Date
candidates and tune in next
week to hear how their date
went. Also find out how you
can become a futureBlind Date
candidate p.10
Feminism, Multiculturalism
and Affirmative Action - Find
out what Trinity Students think







Habitat for Humanity travels to New Mexico for Spring Break to




Trinity's chapter of Habitat
for Humanity recently completed
its most successful spring break
trip to date. After months of
fundraising efforts, thirty dedicat-
ed and enthusiastic members trav-
eled to Belen, New Mexico over
Spring Break. The students
worked on a low cost housing
development sponsored by a local
affiliate of Habitat for Humanity
in Valencia County.
The project was a part of
Habitat's Collegiate Challenge,
which encourages students from
colleges across the country to
work on a site far away from
home;
The town of Belen is a lower-
middle income community twen-
ty-five miles south of
afe''9S§SHIipJM!tppPwQn8l
country. Belen is a sparsely pop-
ulated desert community. The
housing development is part of a
seven-year project in Belen which
intends to build about one-hun-
dred suburban style homes for
new homeowners. Trinity stu-
dents worked on five homes, join-
ing construction already in
progress.
They left on Sunday March
16 and were joined by ten stu-
dents from the University of
Kansas. The group stayed in an
old school set up as a dormitory
about ten miles from the work
site. The school is owned by the
state of New Mexico, and there-
fore lodging was provided free of
charge. They worked from 8:00
AM to 4:00 PM with a lunch
,LrWotk included dry
"stbhl framing,
painting and window framing.
On the third day, two thirds of
the students took a break from
their hard work and traveled to
Santa Fe. They had a chance to
relax, shop, enjoy the pueblo
architecture.
"It was a nice time to relax
and spend some time exploring
the area," said Elly Beck '02.
For Patricia Allen '05 and
others, the trip provided an inter-
esting cross-cultural experience.
Allen related the story of Rosa, a
new homeowner who understood
only Spanish. Rosa, a mother of
four, worked along with the stu-
dents on her future home. She
was grateful to be able to speak
see HABITAT on page 5
Administrative Staff Says "No"
to Union by Three Vote Margin
EAMONN BROWN
NEWS EDITOR
On March 14, a day before
Trinity was set to go on Spring
Break, the administrative staff of
Trinity College, which includes
all clerical, secretarial, and tech-
nical employees, held an election
to determine whether they would
be represented by Local #153
(AFL-CIO) of The Office and
Professional Employees'
International Union (OPEIU). In
the end, a majority of the staff
members who chose to participate
in the election decided that they
did not want to be represented by
a union for the purposes of col-
lective bargaining.
According to the National
Labor Relations Board, which
oversaw the election, 127 of the
131 employees who were eligible
to participate voted. In reality,
however, there were only 127 of
the eligible voters on campus the
day of the election, and one-hun-
dred percent of those staff mem-
bers voted. The election was to
be decided by a majority of the
votes cast. Therefore, by a vote
of 65-62, the administrative staff
of Trinity has chose to remain
non-union.
The recent weeks leading up
to the election witnessed a highly
controversial campaign between
both the pro and anti-union sides.
An article in the February 26 edi-
tion of the Tripod reported allega-
tions of illegal and unfair cam-
paigning from both parties.
These accusations were only part
of a sea of tension and animosity
among the administrative staff,
and between staff members and
the school's administration,
which was eventually felt around
campus. Several emails and let-
ters to the Editor of the Tripod
tackled finger pointing by both
campaigns over such things as
tearing down posters and intimi-
dation tactics.
Regardless of the victory over
the union, neither side plans to
ignore the narrow margin of the
election and its implication that
the administrative staff still has
strong pro-union sentiment, legit-
imate complaints, and a signifi-
see UNION on page 7
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Cards, Codes and Communication
This past week has seen a dramatic change in the life of a small number of
Trinity students, primarily first-years, who are now being asked to enter their dorms
by swiping their ID cards rather than entering their codes as most people are accus-
tomed to doing.
Change is not always a bad thing, but in this case it seems awkward and
poorly handled. Students were informed less than 48 hours before the codes were
removed from the doors and no one was given any explanation about why this experi-
ment was, being implemented.
• The success or failure of instituting a new entry system is not necessarily the
issue; the students in both dorms will have plenty to say about the ID-Card-only
experiment. What is the issue at the present rnornsntjs the lack of communication
between residents of the two dorms and the administrators 'who developed the system.
Most students can appreciate security concerns; no one wants to see their own
living environment destroyed. Most students will also be understanding of any meas-
ures that attempts to limit vandalism; no one wants to see extra charges on their stu-
dent accounts at the end of the year. These two issues are some of the things the
administration is trying to improve - security and vandalism - by experimenting with
this new system. These goals, however, were not communicated to the students.
Instead a brief voicemail was left on the machines of Elton and Jones residents, fol-
lowed by a perfunctory campus-wide e-mail on Thursday, the day the card readers
were removed.
This change is something that dramatically affects the living conditions of the
students in these two dorms. Rather than simply announcing that certain dorms were
going to be test cases, Residential Life should have held meetings explaining the pur-
pose of the experiment and why such measures were being taken. Students are con-
stantly being asked to take responsibility for their dormitories. If we are responsible
enough to be asked to look after ourselves, surely we-also deserve to know about any
changes - especially one of this magnitude - occurring in this same space.
Discussing the issue with the students prior to implementing the changes
would also help facilitate more constructive discussions. Rather than hearing a flurry
of "This sucks" and "I hate this system," focus groups might actually make some
progress. If students understood that security issues - or any other issues - were the
primary motivator, then they could respond accordingly. We might here constructive
comments such as "The card readers are too unreliable to make a system like this fea-
sible now" or "I noticed much less traffic in the dorm, which is an improvement."
With the current system of do-don't tell, both sides have set themselves up for
failure. Maybe the experiment should be in communication and responsibility rather
than in cards vs. codes.
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The Preservation of Free Speech at Trin
To the Editor:
I must thank the "relocators"
for coming forward and showing
their displeasure with my letter to
the editor in written form rather
than removing all the Tripods car-
rying my piece. I should also state
that I regret being so hyperbolic
in my letter, I should have been
more professional in addressing
an issue which 1 hope every mem-
ber of the Trinity community
takes seriously. However, I do not
regret labeling the people that
stole the Tripods "free speech ter-
rorists". Their obvious lack of
remorse, demonstrated by their
half-hearted and semantic
defense of their actions, proves
the contempt with which they
hold this community and the
"marketplace of ideas." In
response to the claim that the
theft of the Tripods was justified
because "we feel the article was
biased and did not present the stu-
dent body with an accurate and
honest portrayal of the event," I
refer the authors of that statement
to Supreme Court Justice
Brennan writing for the majority
in New York Times Co v. Sullivan
who stated "Erroneous statements
is inevitable in free debate, and it
must be protected if the freedoms
of expression are to have the
'breathing space' that they need
to survive". Those who believe
they are the ultimate arbiters of
what this community should and
should not read are intellectual
bullies and do damage to the
vibrant exchange of ideas which
should be the cornerstone of a lib-
eral arts education. As Justice
Powell writes in Gertz v Robert
Welch "However pernicious an
opinion may seem, we depend for
its correction not on the con-
science of judges or juries button
the competition of other ideas.'
Sincerely,
Ben Davis '02
Burning the Midnight Oil in Mather
May Be Costly, Expensive and Lonely
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a
petition requesting a reinstate-
ment of Mather Study Hal! hours
to 3:00 a.m. on weekdays. The
petition is signed by 45 students,
the majority of whom are 1DP stu-
dents.
We shortened the evening
study hours in Mather last year
for a number of reasons. Records
th,at were kept in regard to the use
of the Mather study space indicat-
ed that only a couple of students
used the space after midnight
with any regularity. Given the
configuration of Mather Campus
Center, keeping the dining hall
open requires significant moni-
toring of the entire building.
Furthermore, the dining hall must
be supervised, as in the past theft
and destruction accompanied the
use of open study space.
Additionally, Buildings and
Grounds staff needs to thorough-
ly clean the space each night, and
the extended hours placed a bur-
den on this effort.
It was also clear that other
options are available to students
after midnight, such as MCEC,
study carrels in Elton, and t n e
newly renovated lounges and
community rooms within the res-
idence halls. Mindful of using
tuition dollars in useful and eco-
nomical ways, we weighed the
actual use of the space against the
cost and decided that the early
closure of Mather made sense.
We have, however, ensured that
M « t e a f t o t * f e r ^ l « t * ° P e n '
late during the midterm period
and late in (he semester through
the end of final exams. The
library will have extended hours
as well. If students still feel that
they are not able to find adequate
study space at night, please call
my office and I will help direct
you to appropriate locations.
Sincerely,
Sharon D. Herzberger
Vice President for Student
Services
Final Chapter of the Union Debate
The following is a letter that
was sent to Dr. Hersh as a final
summation of what the union
drive was all about. It is being
run as an open letter to the cam-
pus.
To President-Elect Hersh:
With the vote on unioniza-
tion now behind us, we want to
thank everyone for their careful
consideration of the issues and
their active participation in the
democratic process. We look for-
ward to continued commitment in
working for the good of Trinity
College, and we are very appre-
ciative of the tremendous support
shown by faculty, staff and stu-
dents toward our efforts to bring
forth the many concerns of
Trinity staff. While there may
have been differing views as to
how best to address the issues
raised, we can all agree on the
need to address them. During the
campaign, members of the com-
mittee had an opportunity to talk
to staff campus-wide and to learn
about the employment issues of
importance to them.
We would like to share this
see UNION on page 3
Did you saran wrap all the toilets in the bathroom yesterday?
What about short-sheeting your roommate's bed? Pillow Talk
thought rez life had the best joke, although now that April
Fool's has passed, where are the keypads? PT is getting
carpel tunnels syndrome from repetitive ID swiping motion.
New security for Elton
and Jones
The residents of Elton and
Jones resent being the non-
T consenting guinea pigs for res-
idential life.
Holiday weekend
Whatever your holiday, PT
hopes you came back
stuffed... because Chartwells
isn't getting any better.'
www.trinitytripod.com | Look out Jolt, here we come.
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The Necessity of Feminism -
Especially at Camp Trin Trin
JASON GALLANT
OPINIONS WRITER
This week, I am writing some
comments to one of my fellow
opinions writers. Interestingly
enough, I actually became
involved in Tripod Opinions
because of this particular fellow,
and again, he has written a col-
umn that I needed to respond to. I
have yet to meet him, though I am
sure that if we did, there would be
some interesting conversation
stemming out of it.
I am quite sure that his last
opinions piece may have elicited
many responses from women
around campus this week, I
thought that it might be valuable
for a male to comment on his
piece "Women's Month and the
Fallacy of Feminism at Trin".
Before I begin, I have to, as
before, commend Nate on coming
out with how he really feels,
instead of masking his feelings as
so many other people do all too
well at this campus. However, I
feel that his understanding of the
necessity of women's awareness
and the Women's Center are
extraordinarily misunderstood,
and poorly represented in his
piece.
First, I turn to the offense that
Nate took to "Women in
Engineering" events. Nate raised
the idea that: "while the obstacles
women face are condemned by
society (such as sexism), the
obstacles men face are society-
sponsored ("Women in
Engineering")". In all reality,
however, it is, just the opposite.
The icason these piograms are
created is to battle the sexism that
exists in society. Just because we
condemn something, doesn't
mean that it's still not a problem.
For example, most of us condemn
racism but many of us don't take
active roles in making it a thing of
the past. These programs are the
mechanisms that society develops
to take an active role in making
these less of a problem.
Furthermore, being a science
major, I would contest that there
are very many more opportunities
from birth that are open to men to
get involved with science and
engineering than women. Look
at toys for an example: LEGO
and Erector sets are targeted in
society at boys; domestically-ori-
ented toys are targeted at girls.
On another thread, "Women
in Engineering" is designed to
attract new people to a field, not
dissuade those who are already
interested. It just so happens that
the Engineering companies are
interested in recruiting women,
and have enough male applicants
so that they did not need to
recruit. And last time I checked,
the existence of programs to get
more people interested in a pro-
fession has never hurt those in a
field, only helped them.
My second complaint is your
oversimplification of the problem
with anorexia: "I hate to priori-
tize, but I'd like to suggest that
killing yourself or others is more
serious than not eating as much as
you should". To put it mildly
that comment was ignorant.
Anorexia isn't a simple disorder
where the girl is not getting
enough to eat;, it is essentially a
form of slow suicide and self-
destruction. People die from
anorexia just as they die from sui-
cide and killings. While killings
of human beings may have many
different causes, anorexia has
one: body image and self-esteem.
Since there is such a simple
cause, it becomes so haunting to
us as a society.
However, in the depths of this
horrible paragraph you have writ-
ten, J lound a very agreeable
point, More attention should be-
given to the issues that men face
that bring them to commit violent
crimes. Unfortunately, you attrib-
ute this attention deficit to the
field of women's awareness.
There are plenty of other areas
that you could take societal atten-
tion from, such as: the pursuit of
international scapegoats, the
"Drug War", or the disproportion-
ate state-sponsored killing and
imprisonment of minorities, the
mentally retarded, and the poor.
Finally, your question about
"life really being 'harder' for a
woman in today's society" seems
to be answered by your own
examples. To be blunt, yes, it is.
To elaborate on your examples of
body image, career recruitment,
and sexism, there are still other
many local and global society
impediments for women that sim-
ply do not exist for men. For
example, women worldwide are
the targets of sexual violence for
political motives, where they are
raped in order to break down cul-
tures and families in resistance to
the government. In our own
country, scads of girls are not get-
ting proper nutrition or are start-
ing themselves because they feel
the only way to be empowered is
through being thin and sexy.
Even our own employment struc-
ture makes it impossible for
women to compete in a job mar-
ket, where we expect traditional
roles of women to be carried out
alongside their new roles in the
professional world.
To conclude, I would like to
remind everyone that women's
awareness should not solely focus
on victimization: women's
awareness should be and is,
above all else, a means of
empowerment. By becoming
aware of these issues, and dis-
cussing them, we accomplish two
goals: one, we show women who
think they are alone in their
oppression that they are indeed
not, and two, we show men the
problems with the structure of our
current society. Women's aware-
ness .should never be a crutch tor
peopJe'tb use, or a monument to
sexism. Embracing differences
between men and women,
acknowledging both parties as
equally entitled to happiness,
health, and well being are all
things that we should be doing
actively. Women's Awareness is
simply a tool: a method of assert-
ing control over women's lives
and dealing them back into a
more respected and regarded role
in society.
TCP TM3E
Women's Issues Are Still Significant
To the Editor:
In response to Nate Baker's
Opinion editorial of March 12, I
would like to offer another side of
the issue. While Mr. Baker
acknowledges women face obsta-
cles imposed by a male -dominat-
ed society, he questions just how
hard that makes it for women.
Are the obstacles real, and that"
bad? They are real, and they are
bad.
Fact: in 1999, white male col-
lege graduates earned a median
income of $49,188 and white
women earned $30,637; Black
women: $31,461; Hispanic
women, $27,490. Fact: The
Permanent Commission on the
Status of Women surveyed CT's
top 100 companies; of the 83 that
replied, 49 companies did not
have any women on their board of
directors. Of 84 companies, 50
had no women in top manage-
ment.
Fact: three fourths of all vic-
tims of family violence in 2000
were female.
Fact: of the total sexual dis-
crimination complaints filed with
the Commission on Human
Rights and Opportunities, FY
1999/2999, 67% were female,
15% male, and not reported, 18%,
Fact: Home Health Aides
(predominately female) made
$20,060 (median annual income)
in 1999; Refuse Collectors (pre-
dominately male) made $27,430
(median annual income) in 1999.
Fact: 75% of those who pro-
vide care (to children or elderly
parents) in CT families (2000)
were female.
Fact: One in four women will
be victims of sexual assault in
their lifetime; one in six men will
be victims of sexual assault in
their lifetime.
Fact: 90% of the people suf-
fering from eating disorders in the
United States are female, and
10% are male. Mr. Baker says
that "not eating as much as you
should" is less serious than homi-
cide and suicide: anorexia is a
fatal disease, and claims more
lives than any other mental disor-
der. This is not to say that men's
suicide and homicide rates aren't
alarming. They are. But death
from anorexia is just as serious as
death from suicide.
Mr. Baker says that the
Women's Center and women's
centered programming is sexist. I
disagree. In our programming we
do not lash out at men. Rather,
we attempt to build community,
to educate and raise awareness. I
agree that men face certain pres-
sures women don't, such as roles
imposed by society - men are
socialized to be tough and bereft
of feeling. This is wrong, and
needs addressing. Men are gener-
ally more violent than women.
This must also be addressed.
Women and men need to work
together on the issues they con-
front. I would support students
starting a "Men's Center" on
campus, hoping they would wel-
come all students, address male
privilege and patriarchy, provide
support to male students, and
work with the Women's Center to
address sexism, racism, hetero-
sexism, sexual violence and eat-
ing disorders on campus.
Sincerely,
Laura Lock wood
Director,, of the Women's
Center
Union Debate at Trinity Put to Rest
continuedJiom page 2
list with-Dri Hersh andttioTlnnity •
community in anticipation of
establishing a dialogue to address
them:
-Insure growth increment
progression through salary ranges
within a set period, and a specific
number of steps.
-Cost of living compensation
for all, including those who have
reached the maximum in their
salary range.
-Review all part-time
employees for correct classifica-
tion of scheduled hours.
-Broaden the definition of
benefits eligible employees, and
existing benefits for part-time
employees.
-Review pension benefits of
non-exempt- staff, and explore
enhancements to more adequately
compensate staff at retirement.
-Conduct an objective review
of all- job classifications and
implement policies and proce-
dures, which will guarantee a fair
and impartial ongoing process for
job reclassification requests.
This would also eliminate any
arbitrary changing of position
levels when a position becomes
vacant.
-Improve'and expand educa-
tion and tuition benefits to
employees and dependent chil-
dren of employees. Review of
the national Tuition Exchange
Program (http://www.tuitionex-
change.org/) and current practices
of local schools in both areas
(practices which include pay-
ments of 35-50% of a school's
tuition, payable to any accredited
institution where a dependent
child is enrolled).
-Insure an impartial and
effective grievance/arbitration
process, • which promotes
improved job security for compe-
tent employees.
-Review existing policies
regarding promotions and trans-
fers and implement changes that
insure qualified employees will
receive preference over external
applicants
-Include all overtime pay in
the calculation of the College's
TIAA-CREF contribution
(Contribution should be calculat-
ed on gross pay).
-Initiate a comprehensive
review of benefits offered at other





employees who elect NOT to
enroll in health insurance.
-Donation of sick time to aid
employees who may have insuffi-
cient sick time accrued when
faced with a serious illness.
Since many of the issues were
acknowledged in the small group
meetings you held with staff, we
anticipate you and your staff are
already working to address them.
Because the semester is fast
drawing to a close, and vacations
will soon commence, we would
hope to have some communica-
tion on these issues by the end of
April. We remain loyal lo the
ideals and mission of Trinity
College and look forward to con-
tinue to make the college the very


















"Frankly, I just wish they'd fix the stupid card swipes
this"Rapunzel' businesses starting to get nd.culous.





Trinity boasts a diverse
student body, whose members
come from x amount of countries,
spanning y regions across the
globe. Impressive, With that fact
comes the issue of multicultural-
ism and its integrity on campus.
Multiculturalism at Trinity
is in fact a conglomerate of small-
er, more difficult issues that are
not discussed openly amongst the
"majority" on campus. This nat-
urally leaves organizations of
minority membership with the
duty of bringing their issues out
into the open if they wish to be
heard, and of establishing their
presence and purpose on campus.
Many groups choose to do this in
the form of dinners, expensive
and renowned guest speakers,
and of course, the ever so popular
- parties at The Barn. Hey, can't
blame 'em for trying.
All sarcasm aside, these
events are in fact the victims of
poor attendance and indifference
campus-wide. The obvious is
often disclaimed by reasons like
poor promotion or bad schedul-
ing. The truth, however, may lie
deep within racial tensions that
exist despite a facade that mis-
leads us to believe that they are
minor or even nonexistent.
Leaders know the real reasons for
the turnouts they receive, and
often question their hardships and
endeavors in striving for some-
thing thai gets little support. It is
even more distressing to find
opposition, u\ .ju&ense, from the
SchboVs budget committees who
Arbitrarily ,is\sigi> Mipcndt and
later cripple them at their discre-
tion. Needless to say, any events
to be realized from an organiza-
tion's projected funds, could be
shot down by a notice from high-
er powers, declaring the with-
drawal of a money that was con-
ditionally given (even if the con-
ditions were met). Then there':
the silent opposition from the
"majority."
This often comes in the
form of apathy to the sound of
"cultural events." The fact of the
matter is, many people on this
campus don't know that Umoja is
not a minority frat house; it is a
utility open to all students, and all
events held there welcome all stu-
dents of all backgrounds.
Misconceptions like this, and an
unwillingness to ask and learn
about cultural events are great
contributors to an ill sense of
multiculturalism at Trinity. A
great divider on campus is alco-
hol. There are people at this
school who can't party without
enhancers, and those who seek
fun without them. To each his
own, but it is quite apparent
which social atmosphere predom-
inates at Trinity. And since pref-
erences are innate, it is impossi-
ble to be upset at choices people
make. What should be stressed
though, is the inexisterice of an
exclusivism that people falsely
associate with cultural events.
This idea permeates and contami-
nates many students' perceptions
of cultural events.
It must be noted though
that open-mindedness goes both
ways. Just as it is encouraged for
the majority to partake in the
offeiings of the multicultural
groups on campus, members
should also step beyond that
•which they enflSrace and sample
ihc variety of inrcrcfi offered ;il
this school. Stepping into the
unknown is quite a task, but after





Heightened security has been
instituted on two freshman dorms
since the return to school from
spring break. These two dorms,
Jones and Elton, are no longer
accessible by code, but only by
ID card. Jones chose at the start
of the year to be restricted access,
and thus the only ID cards that
can open the doors to Jones are
those of its own residents. The
reason behind this changejs not
completely clear, but it seems to
have many purposes.
First of all, this move forces
Trinity students to have their IDs
on them at all times, like we are
supposed to. However, this caus-
es a problem. If you lose your ID,
not only do you have trouble get-
ting in to Mather, you are unable
to get into your own dorm, Even
if you do not lose the ID, but for-
get it in your room, you are still
unable to go back and get it. This
can be a tad annoying.
A further purpose is to pre-
vent Hartford residents from
accessing dorms and potentially
endangering the students and
their possessions. This does
indeed mean that they will be
unable lo guess a code and gain
access that way, but it does noth-
ing to prevent someone from fol-
lowing a dorm resident in, which
seems to be the way in which
most non-students enter dorm
buildings.
The "heightened security"
has actually made some feel less
safe. The card-swipe did not
work for a part of this past week-
end on the Jones door closest to
Mather and the other door facing
ESton does not have a swipe on it,
Jones residents were thus unable
to access their own dorm, but at
least Hartford residents could not
get in either. If a Jones resident is
walking from Jackson toward
Mather he is unable to get into
his own dorm at the first door. If
someone has forgotten their ID
card and returns to their dorm late
at night, they can not get in, nor
can they even swipe into another
dorm, just to feel safer. Jones
does not have a call box right out-
side, and so a student must stand
exposed in front of Elton to call
someone to let them in.
Jones chose at the beginning
of the year to be restricted access
which meant that you could tell a
friend your code and they could
access your dorm that way. After
this change, it would be much
more of an inconvenience to
choose to be restricted access, no
that we were asked. I live in
Jones, and I found out about thi
change by signs and QPs. We
were never called in to be
informed that something abou
the place in which we live was
going to be changed. This dorm
has been my home for the pas
year, and a decision was made
that affected not only me, but also
every other resident of the build-
ing, without our knowledge o
consent.
This step was taken to make
the students feel safer in thei
dorms. I commend those
involved for taking the initiative
to try something new, but this has
worked mainly to annoy, incon
venience and anger the students
affected.
Affirmative Action: Unbiased?
In the Effort to Eradicate Racism Other Prejudices May Arise
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS WRITER
As some of you may (or are
probably not) aware, the fate of
affirmative action may soon be
determined by the Supreme Court
due to a pair of class-action law
suits brought against the
University of Michigan.
Specifically, the U of M is being
sued as a result of it's denying
acceptance to several whites
while accepting "less-qualified"
minorities as a result of its affir-
mative action policy (which, con-
sequently, it ardently supports).
Recently, light has been shed
on this subject as one of
Michigan's Regents, Dan
Horning, announced that while as
a Regent for Michigan he pub-
licly supported AA, privately he
is against it. This is important
because it raised the question of
how many other AA-opposed
Regents are outwardly supporting
the progressive policy as a result
of political correctness. Horning
is not alone. In a recent poll in
Michigan 60% were found to be
against affirmative action, 40%
strongly. Sadly, reasons for this
were not given—but as one of
those people against affirmative
action, I will propose one.
In principle I support affirma-
tive action. I recognize that,
iven my family's socioeconomic
background, I have received ben-
fits that those in less fortunate
families do not receive. Thus, it
has been much easier for me to
achieve societal success.
And I agree thai America
should not become qji aristocracy,
and those in lower-income fami-
lies who work hard should be
given a hand-up lo help them
achieve the same status as those
whose parent's high income
negates the need for a hand-up.
No, my qualm with AA is that
it decides who receives that hand-
up based solely and wrongly on
race. The direct reason I have
received more benefits is not
because I am white; it is because
I come from a middle-class fami-
ly. Thus, rather than looking at
the real reason some individuals
receive benefits (socioeconomic
status), AA misguidedly looks at
an obvious but non-direct correla-
tion with socioeconomic status
(race).
Obviously socioeconomic
status in the United States is
unevenly distributed, with the
average white earning more per
year than the average minority
(specifically blacks and
Hispanics). Reformers look at
the fact that almost all positions
of power in our society are held
by whites, and they desire to
change this through AA.
The problem with this is that
it ignores the fact that there are
many poor white people. Lower-
class Joe Whitey doesn't receive
the AA benefits minorities in his
same economic status receive
simply because his skin color is
the same as those in power. This
is, of course, racist and ridicu-
lous.
In addition, the fact that most
positions of power are held by
white people shouldn't matter.
Or, to put it another way, we
shouldn't try to get minorities in
positions of power simply for the
sake of having minorities in
power. .In the end we want a soci-
ety of merit, not of political cor-
rectness.
There are many capable
minorities who face more obsta-
cles than (lie average white per-
son, and it is our civic responsi-
bility to remove these obstacles.
But many of those same obstacles
exist for the poor white person,
and AA tells them, "We don't
care."
The one valid argument to
support affirmative action is that
by giving minorities more oppor-
tunities it counters discrimination
against them in the corporate
world. However, I rarely hear
this as a reason for AA.
In addition, while studies
have shown that even for upper-
class minorities discrimination
still exists against them, this dis-
crimination (or at least the exam-
ples I have heard) exhibits itself
in the form of racial slurs and
insults (for example, being called
a n***** by someone on the
street). While I agree that this
sort of horrible bigotry is unac-
ceptable, affirmative action
would do little to counter it, since
it is not opportunity discrimina-
tion but verbal discrimination.
In other words, to create the
perfect world where people are
judged not by the color of their
skin but by the content of their
character, race should not be an
issue when determining who will
receive extra points on applica-
tions and who won't. This ques-
tion shouldn't even be asked on
applications. If progressives
want to claim that race doesn't
determine personal merit, then
why do they ask an individual's
race on applications and consider
it an important factor in determin-
ing collegiate admissions?
If you want to look at the
sorts .of advantages (or lack there-
of) an individual has had, all the
power to you. But asking what
.race someonei is and immediately •
divvying out points based solely '
on (hat answer is ludicrous. The





Over spring break, instead of
traveling to some distant island to
relax and achieve a great tan like
many Trinity College students
did, I drove home to the scenic
town of Millburn, New Jersey. I
was looking forward to spending
a nice, long week hanging out
with my friends from high school,
taking day trips into the city, and,
most importantly, unwinding
from the long and trying weeks I
had just completed. Everything
went according to plan. I ate a lot
of good food to make up for the
less than satisfactory meals we
are forced to eat on campus, went
to the theaters to see a few of the
Oscar nominees I hadn't gotten a
chance to catch, and, in the true
spirit of the image conscious girls
of this campus, I went to the gym.
The last night finally arrived
and a few of my friends and I
decided to all pile onto a couch at
one of our houses, make some
popcorn, and pop in a movie none
of us had seen but we had all
heard about: Requiem for a
Dream. We had no idea what we
were in for.
For myself and the other two
girls in the room, the decision to
rent this film resulted from a
iong-standing obsession, with the
starring actor, Jared Leto, whom
we hadn't seen in a film for a
while. For the boys, it was the
raving reviews they had gotten
from our fellow high school grad-
uates. When the movie started, it
seemed as though it was going to
be yet another product of the pop-
culture that rules all branches of
entertainment in this country, but
as it continued it was clear this
movie had much more to offer,
and a much more disturbing mes-
sage to share.
Unlike most other movies
dealing with the mainstream drug
culture left over from the 90s,
Requiem for a Dream didn't
romanticize the issue. It didn't
show the users as the "cool kids"
who everyone wanted to be like
but instead portrayed them as the
desperate people they were. They
were so sucked in to drug use that
they could think of nothing else,
their whole lives were run by
where and when they were going
to get their next hit. As the movie
continued, I spent more and more
time hiding my eyes underneath
the blanket I had draped over my
legs. The fear in the eyes of the
characters as they witnessed the
downfall of their friends and fam-
ilies was contagious, and almost
too much to bear.
This movie made it extremely
difficult for the viewer to detach
herself from the characters and
convince herself that these events
don't happen in real life, and that
they can't happen to her friends.
In fact, it does the exact opposite.
When the movie ended, the 7
of us college freshman and soph-
omores sat in complete silence for
fifteen minutes, reflecting on
what we had just seen flashing
across the television screen.
Once the shock had passed, we
started talking about high school,
who we had seen since gradua-
tion, and what they had been up
to in terms of intense drugs like
. speed, heroin, ecstasy, and
cocaine. -
What we came up with
. •, amazed me. As a result, of the
entertainment industry's use of
drugs as a way to make characters
"cool," combined with the maga-
zines being littered with images
of sickly thin women, a great
number of girls from my graduat-
ing class had gotten involved in
the drug scene not to have a good
time, but to lose some weight. I
couldn't help but imagine some
of my fellow classmates lying in
hospital beds with no hopes of
returning to their former selves
after months of intense drug use.
What has happened to the ele-
mentary school age boys and girls
who, after a long lecture of the
damage of daig use, binge drink-
ing, and cigarette smoking, prom-
ise to themselves, their families,
and their friends that that will
never be them? After years and
years of hearing that it's cool to
do drugs, the words take hold.
After years and years of seeing
those stick thin models and
believing that's what people want
to see, the images have taken
hold. And after years and years of
realizing that dealing drugs can
keep a person in good monetary
condition, that fact has taken
hold.
What we are left with are
towns, like Millburn, that are
busting at the seams with strung
out teenagers borrowing money
from their too-wealthy families to
keep them in drugs and the enter-
tainment industry that makes
lifestyle seem chic.
Requiem for a Dream makes
it seem anything but, and it's
about time. After all the kids the
entertainment industry has.unin-
tentionally killed, we were owed
the truth, hopefully it will make a
difference. .....-.••
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O N THE BEAT
LET THIS BE A LESSON TO YOU; STUDY-
ING IS DANGEROUS!
On March 28, at 1:04 AM, Campus Safety
responded to help a student who had been locked
in the library after closing. The student reported
that she was studying in the basement, where the
lights were still on and where she went unnoticed
at closing time.
FOR ONCE IT WASN'T GUNSHOTS
On March 30, at 2:25 AM, Campus Safety
reported to a complaint of firecrackers being used
in the Vernon Place parking lot. When they
arrived, Campus Safety found three student in
possession of bottle rockets, which were then con-
fiscated. •
SOMEONE GOT FED UP WITH MATHER
FOOD
On March 30, at 12:59 PM, a vandalism was
reported on Summit Street when a Chartwells
employee parked behind the Mather Hall loading
dock reported that the two passenger side tires on
his car were slashed. The victim suspected that
the vandalism was committed by union members
in retaliation for the man not belonging to the
union. Campus Safety could not substantiate this
claim and the incident is currently under investi-
gation.
ALL FIVE PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE
WERE EVACUATED
On March 30, at 11:40 PM, a fire alarm at
Vernon Place was set of by smoke machines being
used for special effects at a Party Barn event. The
building was evacuated, but the problem was
quickly resolved and the festivities continued
promptly.
AT LEAST IT WASN'T A TRINITY STU-
DENT THIS TIME
On March 31, at 4:16 PM, a fire alarm in the
first floor lounge of High Rise was pulled. A wit-
ness from North Campus reported seeing a neigh-
borhood youth in a yellow shirt running from
High Rise moments after the alarm.
A BAD APRIL FOOLS PRANK?
On April 1, at 12:18 AM, Campus Safety
received a report of vandalism from Ferris
Athletic Center when workers found the glass in
the door leading to the Unit D gymnasium to be
shattered. Buildings and Grounds replaced the
window immediately.
All information compiled from Campus Safety
reports.
Habitat for Humanity Spends
Spring Break Building Homes
continued from page I
with Spanish-speaking students
and express her gratitude for their
efforts. For Allen, forming a
bond with a program recipient
was especially enriching.
"It was an emotional thing,"
she said.
Davis Albohm '02, president
of Trinity's Habitat for Humanity,
commented, "All the community
residents were very appreciative
and very thankful and just very
nice to us."
The students also bonded
among themselves. The Trinity
group was an even mix of all four
classes, and the trip was entirely
student run.
Albohm commented, "It was
a very diverse group to begin
with. Everyone interacted and
got to know each other pretty
well."
This spring break project was
more successful than ever. In
past years, members traveled to
Florida and Georgia by bus. This
year they could afford air travel
and went to a more distant loca-
tion. This year's trip also drew
more interest than past trips.
When registration opened in
November, full enrollment was
reached in about an hour.
Previously, the trip elicited less of
a response, taking up to a month
to fill all slots.
Enthusiasm for the trip car-
ried over to fundraising efforts.
Through various events the group
raised $3000. These activities
included ( 50/50 raffles, a
Va'Jentine's" Day carnation sale, a
candy cane sale in December, and
running the coat-check at
Davis Albohm '02 does his part over
Spring Break for Habitat for Humanity.
TAYLCR WOLfC
Hartford Mayor Eddie Perez's cleaning,
inauguration Another fundraiser Alice Barnes '02 saw an
was the Rent-a-Habitat Woiker opportunity in this trip.
tpeagtw&it- sS»idoiTt*i1i*BliS8î f̂tR«.«''".-f* "Iifttfitetfto do something lo
hours of their time to perform help the community while having
various services such as baby sit- fun on spring break."
ting, office work, and spring
Trinity Greets New Chaplain
continued from page 1
generation, Row has stated his"
plans, on several occasions, to
join students in daily meals at
Mather.
Row's position as a resident
scholar at Harvard's Kirkland
house - a residential college on
campus - and his position as head
coach of The Kirkland House
Boat Club have provided him
with ample experience in work-
ing with and leading undergradu-
ate students. Row's previous
experiences at Harvard make him
the ideal person to fill the position
of chaplain at Trinity, in that they
have, molded him into an adult
who is not afraid to dive right into
the day to day lives of Trinity stu-
dents in order to motivate them to
explore their faith.
According to students on the
chaplain selection committee, the
selection process itself caused a
much-needed stir in dialogue
concerning the pursuit of faith on
campus. The search for Trinity's
new chaplain brought together
students of all faiths, and became
the perfect outlet for the discus-
sion of inter-faith issues.
Students on the committee
found themselves discussing the
importance of dialogue between
members of different religious
faiths in order to support and
affirm each other in their pursuit
of religion.
Row's intentions to unite stu-
dents in their faith by making
himself an active member of stu-
dent's lives, clearly mesh well
with student desires to create
more inter-faith interaction.
While Row is a man of strong
personal faith, according to one
Trinity professor, he is "support-
ive of people of all faiths and no
faith," making him an ideal leader
for Trinity's religiously diverse
community.
The presence of a chaplain on
campus has the potential to have a
significant impact on student's
lives, and it appears as though
that is just what Row plans to do.
April 16
I Douglas Johnson - "Caring for Survivors of Torture:
E Restoring the Dignity of the Human Spirit"
Z3 Douglas A, Johnson has been the Executive Director of the Center for
-p Victims of Torture since 1988. The Center, founded in 1985, was the
(£ first treatment center of its kind dedicated to the rehabilitation of
3 - torture survivors in the United States and only the third such center
£f in the world. The Center is internationally respected for its programs
providing multidisciplinary care to survivors and their families, con-
ducting research and professional training, and influencing policy
makers on torture and the needs of survivors as well as educating the
public on this critical issue. Mr. Johnson is a member of the Trinity




2002 Spring Lecture Series
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New Card System
Upsets Residents
continued from page I
prised to discover that the key-
pads themselves were completely
removed by Thursday at 4:00
PM; most were expecting them to
simply be disabled in case the
system did not work.
Amy Howard, the Director of
Campus Life, anticipated many of
the student complaints. "We
knew up front that it was a cultur-
al change," she noted.
It is indeed a change for many
students, who are used to the ease
of simply entering their codes to
gain access to their buildings..
Now anyone living in these two
dorms has to ensure that they
have their cards on them at all
times.
Many are wondering, with
good reason, why this new sys-
tem is being tried at all.
"It's all about safety,"
explained Howard.
In 2000, a Residential Life
survey revealed that approxi-
mately 67% of the students who
responded gave their codes to
friends. This number increased to
69% in the 2001 survey.
Sharing codes compromises
security as it lets any number of
people have access to the build-
ing. Campus Safety has found
that much of the damage and van-
dalism in dorms is created by
non-residents who feel less com-
mitted to a specific living envi-
ronment. The people working
unwisely shared their codes.
They are receiving an increasing
number of calls from students
who want their codes changed, a
service that is available for a
charge.
While security is an impor-
tant issue, the switch to a system
entirely reliant on the card has riot
proven to be a huge success in its
first five days. While many stu-
dents were willing to try it at first,
the system has not proven satis-
factory.
Katherine Mahoney '05, a
resident of Jones, was very decid-
ed. "I hate it. They should have
asked us first. It's really incon-
venient."
The issue of discussion arises
often in student conversations; no
residents of either dorm was a
part of the decision making
process. Howard noted that the
whole process happened very
quickly because it was deter-
mined that a trial period had to
happen before the end of the
school year. Office of Residential
Life is hoping to have student
feedback by the end of the semes-
ter.
Depending on the kind of
feedback, this system 'may
become the campus-wide ndriri at
the beginning of next fall. Not all
of the issues have been worked
out, although some - like lost or
broken cards - arc being'dis-
cussed now. According to
Lee Awarded Browneil Prize for
Distinguished Teaching Career




Philosophy Dr. Richard T. Lee
was awarded the Thomas Church
Browneil Prize in Teaching last
week. Professor Lee spoke before
an assembly of students and fac-
ulty last Tuesday to accept the
prize from Acting President Ron
Thomas and Dean Miller Brown.
The Browneil Professor
award is a highly respected honor,
traditionally bestowed by the col-
lege on it's most distinguished
professors. Dean Brown has
described it as being "the
College's most prestigious teach-
ing award."
The award is named after
Thomas Church Browneil,
Trinity's first president and the
man represented by the large stat-
ue located on the College's main
quad.
Established in 1856 by a
descendent of the original
President Browneil, the award is
funded mainly by alumni.
Previous winners include
Chemistry Professor Dr. Henry A.
DePhillips, awarded in May of
2000.
Professor Lee is well known
for ; his; ' work .within the
Philosophy department as well as
his involvement with the Tutorial
College. He is thrilled to have
received the Browneil award.
"It's a wonderful honor. I'm
deligriferf- to'- have ft it," -says'
Richard Lee receives Browneil Prize
in teaching.
Professor Lee, "And it was a mar-
velous occasion, the talk and the
dinner after it. It was much more
than I ever could have expected."
When asked what duties the
new award carries, Professor Lee
chuckles. "Fortunately, it has
none. Life goes on as it always
has."
Still, recognition for his
accomplishments at Trinity is
well deserved. In addition to his
normal duties, Professor Lee has
been deeply involved in the for-
mation and continued growth of
the Tutorial College. His pride in
the program is evident, and this
most recent award is certainly a
reflection of this work.
Professor Lee's lecture that
punctuate* the" reception last
WWW.TRINCOLL.eDU
Tuesday was also well-received.
The lecture, titled "Wonder,"
engaged many in the audience.
"What pleased me so much
and surprised me," said Professor
Lee, "is that it's a topic that
almost everyone seemed to have
something to say about, I think,
out of sheer luck, it touched a
chord."
Although he is aware of the
great heritage behind the award,,
Professor Lee takes it in with a
modest air.
"It's a wonderful way to close
out one's career, and I'm very"
grateful to Dean Brown and Ron
Thomas," reflects Lee, " I'd like
to thank all of my friends who




Ron and Mary Thomas
for their services to the students
throughout the 2001 -2002 school
year. We appreciate your considera-
tion while acting as Trinity's Interim
President and Dean Thomas contin-
ued support as the Dean of Students.
Thank you ii
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Administrative Staff Looks
Towards Unionless Future
continued from page J
cant division.
Former Acting President of Trinity,
Ron Thomas, whose tenure as Acting
President ended yesterday, commented on
the closeness of the election and the future
of this issue.
"It is clear that there are issue that the
college needs to address and I think that the
tions among Trinity staff.
'This issue is a top priority. I already
have a meeting scheduled for this week and
I plan on working with staff members and
their supervisors often in the future," stated
Hersh.
According to Hersh, the overall objec-
tive of these meetings is to promote the
overall theme of bringing opposing parties
"It is time for Trinity to come together in a construc-
tive and responsible way in order to make this the best
institution possible." -Interim President Ron Thomas
administration is prepared to do so," said
Thomas.
Gigi St. Peter, an administrative staff
member who was one of the union organiz-
ers, had a positive outlook as well.
"The election made it clear that one-
half of the staff is unhappy with the current
situation, and it's a good thing that it
showed," commented St. Peter.
She and other union organizers also
challenged Trinity's new President Richard
Hersh to continue to promote good rela-
tions between Trinity's administrative staff
and the administration.
"I'm optimistic that President Hersh
will be true to his word about wanting us to
give him a chance," said St. Peter, 'This
will be his chance to do something about
it."
In response, Hersh started off by stat-
ing, "I'm very happy that staff members
believe what I said and are willing to give
me a chance."
Hersh then seemed up for the chal-
lenge, emphasizing the proactive approach
that he plans take on the issue of labor rela-
together.
More specifically, Hersh will "ask
about the best ways to approach these
issues and to develop formal ways to dis-
cuss any issues of concern,"
According to people on both sides of
this issue, even those who would have
liked to see the election results go the other
way, this vote was good for the Trinity
community.
Administrative workers have now
made a serious statement to the administra-
tion indicating that there are serious griev-
ances which need to be addressed.
Furthermore, the events leading up to the
election have sent the message that the staff
will not be quiet if their rights are ignored.
On the other hand, the results of the
election show that a majority of the staff
have faith in their ability to work together
with the school to settle issues of labor
relations.
Although most likely easier said than
done, the positive outlook of all the parties
involved is encouraging and probably best
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Dorm Residents Frustrated
with New Security Systems
continued from page 6
Howard, Campus Safety would
now become "ID card central," so
that they will be able to.generate
new cards twenty-four hours a
day. This would allow students
who discover their card is missing
to replace il as soon as possible;
once a new card is issued, the old
card is immediately deactivated.
The purpose of experiment-
ing with just two dorms for the
time being is to decide how feasi-
ble the card-reader system is and
what issues might arise that
haven't already been thought of,
It has been difficult for stu-
dents to make the adjustment so
quickly. It is easy to misplace or
lose cards, especially when one is
out for the weekend or without
outside more than three or four
times because I've forgotten niy
card."
The biggest concern - of both
students and administrators - is
the possibility that the cards/card
readers will not work. Students
got to experience this first hand in
Jones when the card reader broke
on Sunday afternoon.
As a result, a Campus Safety
officer was stationed outside
Jones for most of his shift; his
sole job was to let residents in to
their building.
"He just stood there in the
rain," commented one first-year.
"Sometimes he would walk
around the building, and you
would walk up to the door and
still be locked out. Then you had
"...then you had to stand in the rain
and wait for him. Saying it didn 't work is
an understatement." -First-year student
pockets, ft is also, easy to dash
out of the dorm when one is late
for class and not grab an ID, since
not many students are in the habit
of carrying their ID's except
when they are on their way to a
meal or to do laundry.
Justin Crawford '05 is just
one of many students who spent
time loitering in the Jones/Elton
quad, waiting to be lei m to his
very
(o stand in the rain and wait for
him. Saying it didn't work is an
understatement."
Nate Curtis '02, a mentor in
Jones has several years of experi-
ence with Trinity College under
his belt. He too finds the system
unworkable; "It's a terrible idea.
The old system was a sort of belt
and suspenders system - if the
card system failed, you had the
Safety officer had to man the door
because the card reader broke.
Dr. Herzberger always tells us not
to keep Campus Safety officers
away from their patrols by setting
off unnecessary fire alarms. This
is an equal waste of man-power."
While safety may be an issue,
it seems that so far this experi-
ment with limiting access through
the external doors to card readers
has garnered nothing but negative
response.
Curtis wrapped up his
thoughts with a just a simple
statement: "It's just plain slower
and inconvenient,"
This negative response is not
limited to the upperclassmen liv-
ing in the two first-year dorms.
"[The cards] are really point-
less. If you forget your card it's a
terrible inconvenience. It was so
much easier with the code sys-
tem," complained Saki Mori '05.
The new system has yet to be
evaluated. Howard's office is
hoping to make a decision closer
to the end of the semester, after a
longer trial period.
"This is purely an experi-
ment," stressed Howard.
Someone should tell that to
the students, who are feeling out-
of-the-loop and inconvenienced.
Genivieve Wong '05, put it
most succinctly, "If it's not broke
don't fix it."
With one broken card-reader
to date, it remains to be seen
M b .system prevails. . r| ,
As of this Tuesday, April
2, the Trinity Tripod will be
able to offer a new edition to
readers both inside and out-
side the college. The recently
released Tripod web site,
www.trinitytripod.com, will
contain not only the tradi-
tional news and features but
will also offer additional fea-
tures available only online.
Two such features are
TrinSights, a collection of
photos taken of Trinity cam-
pus life, and the improved
Along the Long Walk.
Readers will also have
the opportunity to discuss
articles and share opinions in
the forums attached to each
article and the site-wide mes-
sage boards also available on
the site, and catch up on
events in the online Campus
www.trCvutytrCp&d/. ocrwv
Calendar.
In order to use this web
site, you must be registered.
It's free, easy, and private:
we won't sell your email
addresses to advertisers or
bombard you with spam,
although you have the option
of receiving the weekly
Tripod email newsletter.
Members of our web team
will be in Mather this
Tuesday from 5:30pm to
7:30pm to answer questions
and register you on our site.
Our goal for this web site
is to create an inclusive and
up-to-date campus informa-
tion center which will focus
not only on campus news and
events but also on overall
campus life. To this we have
dedicated the "Campus" sec-
tion, which will contain
TrinSights and Along The
Long Walk, among other fea-
tures that we plan to intro-
duce in the future. We hope
that you will feel free to con-
tribute to all of these features,
and will tell us what you
think on the Website
Feedback and Features
Request message boards.
If you have any com-
ments, questions, or sugges-














Will be having an information session for students to














j Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! 4
1 Thursday, April 4,2002
Grave and McLean -Office
, Worker
2 Friday, April 5,2002
• Visions in Action—Career and
1 Activist Opportunities -
1 Conference
I Sunday, April 7,2002
i KirklandSearch—Bioanalytical
I ; Research Associate
1 ; Thursday, April 11,2002
1 Yale University—Intern
„ Saturday, April 13,2002
g Collegiate School—The
• Collegiate School Teaching
I Institute for students of color
11 Sunday, April 14,2002
Abercrombie & Fitch-^-
t Management Trainee
a Monday, April IS, 2002
i Ciclismo Classico—Marketing
1 Intern
' Lincoln National Corporation /
LFG—Professional Development
I Program
I Center for Lesbian Health
g Research - Fellowship Opportu-
• nities
' Urban Ecology Institute (UEI) -





Friday, April 19,2002 n
Daly Insurance Brokerage jj
Services, LLC—Office Assistant "
ESPN—ESPN Account Executive J
Monday, April 22,2002 s
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. - B
Junior Institutional Equities Trader •
Tuesday, April 2*3,2002 '
• YAI - National Institute for People J
with Disabilities—YAI/Family ,
Fellowship Program -' : E
Friday, April 26,2002 ; •
Ohio College of Podiatric •
Medicine -Internship . '
Pgter Hay Halpert Fine Art - J
Administrative Assistant
Tuesday, April 30,2002 i
North Yarmouth Academy - • •
Assistant Director of Admission •
and Financial Aid •
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for '
application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com B
We're available Monday through g
Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM B
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 4:30 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from _
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for i
latest updates on events, special 1
programs and job listings •
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Making History With the Legislative Internship Program
LIBBY S U C H E R - J A C O B S O N
FEATURES EDITOR
Dr. Clyde McK.ee started the legislative
internship program in 1965. Now the chair
of the political science department, McKee
recalls the beginning of the program.
FEATURE • "When l was
J-VJJ, being interviewed
^ for this job, I was
THE WEEK up against a lot of
candidates who
were very qualified who came from
Harvard and Yale. After 1 was picked, 1
remember asking why I was chosen and it
was because I received my doctorate from
University of Connecticut. I had a lot of
knowledge about Hartford and Connecticut
politics which Trinity felt would help the
school in reaching out to the community."
At the time, the school felt that it need-
ed to relate itself in more meaningful ways
to the state of Connecticut and the city, and
the administrators felt that McKee's back-
ground would be a great aid in this goal.
"I feel that everyone should have a
mission," McKee stated. "When I started
here I saw it as.my mission to help Trinity
reach out to the community and to establish
a link between Trinity and the state.
Unfortunately, I did not really know how to
begin to tackle my goal. 1 really look at the
beginning of the legislative internship pro-
grams as a result of serendipity."
In McKee's second year at the school,
the chairman at the time suggested teaching
a senior seminar on the state government.
McKee looked at this opportunity almost
grimly. , ; „•
"I felt that this had potential to be inter-
esting but I didn't want to just lecture to a
group of senior-year students. I felt that
they would be bored and I would be
bored." McKee came up with the idea of
taking his senior seminar and using it to put
students into some government offices,
such as the Secretary of State, to try to link
students with the offices.
"I had not really thought through this
plan too much," McKee recalls. "I didn't
know how I would execute it, only that I
thought it was a good idea and I had some
time to go to the House," McKee said.
"So, 1 suggested undergraduate stu-
dents and asked him how many he needed.
He asked me how many I had and I said ten
to Fifteen to which he said that he needed
them all."
Because the Democrats were in con-
Dr. Clyde McKee, founder of the first college leg-
islative internship program in the United States
LIBBY SUCHCR-JACOBSON
contacts whom I was going to try to
reach." At this point, fate decided to
appear in the form of a telephone call from
the Republican minority leader of the
House, who needed graduate students to
help out around the office.
However, McKee realized that the
availability of graduate students was not
nearly as high as the availability of under-
graduate students,
"I told him that although we had very
bright graduate students, they were often
juggling school with jobs and families and
from what I knew, they would not have the
trol, the Republicans needed all the extra
help they could get. At the time, the minor-
ity leader of the House was a little bitter
about the lack of control that the
Republicans had and commented unfavor-
ably about the Democrat party for some
time to McKee.
Ironically, at the same time, McKee
was running for mayor of his town as a
Democrat candidate, so he elected not to
say anything and let the minority leader get
some things off his chest.
Because McKee was not saying any-
thing about letting the students work at the
House, the minority leader began to offer
incentives to McKee.
At the time, space in the Capital was
critically needed and the minority leader
offered his office as a meeting space for
McKee's class. McKee, surprised over the
fortunate turn of events, continued to
remain quiet.
"The minority leader laughed and said,
'OK, you're a good politician,'" McKcc
remembers. The minority leader then guar-
anteed entrance into the closed Republican
and Democrat caucuses, a place where not
even media was allowed access. "How
could I say no to that?" McKee asks.
Out of this phone call came the first
full-time state legislative internship pro-
gram in the United States. Students were
able to work full time in legislative offices
for four credits.
"My main idea was that undergraduate
students can do meaningful work at legisla-
tive offices and get good experience at the
same time," McKee states.
Because of the popularity of the pro-
gram, McKee had to limit the criteria to
twelve students based on their grade point
averages.
"1 found out that doing an internship of
this type can be quite rewarding for stu-
dents who need challenges and students
who are tired of the classroom," McKee
says.
At the same time that the students were
receiving rewarding experiences, McKee
himself was also doing some meaningful
work. He was able to focus on the research
component of the internship program. He
wrote papers and edited two books during
the time that he was in charge of the pro-
gram. •
Many students who have gone through
this internship program have gone on to
receive advanced degrees in the political
see INTERNSHIP on page 10
Community Activists
of the Week:
Liz Yen *04 & Ginny Bryan
*04
Liz Yen and Ginny Bryan have been working since the beginning of this
semester.to .organize Trinity's portion of the nation-wide Hunger Cleanup
Annual Event. The Hunger Cleanup is organized by Trinity's chapter of
GonnPIRG, specifically the Hunger and Homelessness committee. The
.Hunger Cleanup will take place on Saturday, April 6th, 2002. It will go on
from 11 am-3 pm. A breakfast will be provided for all participants. The vol-
unteers will meet at the Party Barn at 1 lam. ,
Fundraising is a vital part of the Hunger Cleanup project. The participants
are asked to find pledges to donate to help eradicate hunger. Some of the sites,
where volunteers will be working are: Jumoke Academy (building a garden),
working at shelters, painting buildings for a primary school, and meeting with
patients at an AIDS retreat. There are still some spots available, so if you are
interested in volunteering contact Beth Kemler at ext, 3510.
• . • . . . - - , - L i l y Siegel-Gardner
wwwjraKorjr
making a difference
makes all the difference to. you.
N E W Y O R K O I T V A R E A
Helping people with"special needs requires a special kind of person. One who understands that
rewards come in many forms - like pride and satisfaction. For over 40 years, our award winning
network of not-for-profit health and human services agencies has been serving people with
developmental and learning disabilities and their families through over 300 programs. Join
VAI/National Institute for People with Disabilities, where you can help someone towards a more
satisfying and productive life.
Social Services Opportunities
Tuesday, April 2,2:00pm - 5:00pm
Trinity College, Mather Hall
We currently have job opportunities in our residential, day, family and employment services in the NYC
Metropolitan area (NYC, Long Island, Westchester and Rockland Counties, and Bergen County, N|).












New grads are encouraged to attend. HS Diploma/GED required, some college preferred. Relocation
assistance is available for those candidates who qualify.
In return for your hard work and dedication, we olfer a strong
interdiscipinary team approach, supportive environment,
culturally diverse staff, full training, and comprehensive
benefits. If you are unable to attend, please forward your
resume to: YAI/Natlonal Institute for People with
Disabilities, Regional Office, Attn: Lisa St. John
Meditr, PO Box 4527, Queensbury, NY 12804; fax:
518-745-5632; email: l|s)myai@tapital.net. We are
proud to be an equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V.
National Institute for
People with Disabilities
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Blind Date's Brave Souls Writing Associates Selected
Congratulations to us. These are actually Wlo courageous Trinity students
Willing to try dating through "E>Lind Pate,." We have reached them and you get to
hear all about it "E>Lind Pate" is sending its second couple to £><?wt-A-R.ama and
The Red Plate restaurant on Asylum £>t. Voted best in Hartford for its desserts.
\ViLL <5ur next couple enjoy a miLkshake or a sundae for two?
To recap-, the first couple Went to liot Tomatoes and City i>team. That date
Went WelL With both parties saying they Would go on another date, will this good
fortune be repeated?
find out next Week when £>Lind Pate returns!
BACHELOR #2
STATS:




Favorite Amphibian: The Spotted Bikini
Apple or PC: PC
Bistro or Cave: Bistro
AD or Psi U: Psi U







Lipstick Color: Au nature!
Favorite Amphibian: Caribbean
Amphibian
Apple or PC: Apple
Bistro or Cave: Cave
AD or Psi U: The Hall
Favorite Sports Team: Boston Red Sox
•Apply for 'Wtod Djte 'fodsy!
"Complete this Fore:, Efteiost.














your iflppftesttoD is coispfeteTy iflnonymous. Sipsply «
?3 and Send it to 'iJLIJfD WtfEe/o tliU'OD vis *
«Disappointed! •
FAVORITE SUPERHERO: °
FAVORITE HARTFORD PIZZA: •
FAVORITE DRINK: *
KAPPA OR TRI-DELT: •
PIKE OR THE HALL: •
ECON OR ENGLISH: J
HERSH OR THOMAS ' ' "H""t"* *l"'l<11'o
TALIA KROHN
FEATURES WRITER
Last week, a panel of faculty members
and current Writing Associates selected 15
new Associates to begin training in the Fall
2002 semester.
The selected students are: Matthew
Barison, '04; Bryce Baschuk, '05; Leah
Brennan, '04; Nicole Brown, '04; Emily
Foote, '05; Chelsea Greene, '03; Sean
Hojnacki, '05; Amy Judy, '03; Kathleen St.
Onge, '05; Diana Potter, '03; Kirk
Quinsland, '04; Chiharu Romano, '04;
Kate Salottolo, '04; Laurie Skelly, '04; and
Kalherine Sullivan, '04.
The panel chose these students out of a
pool of 30 applicants based on the quality
of submitted writing samples as well as on
interviews.
In the fall, these students will enroll in
English 302, the training course for the
Writing Associate Program. English 302,
Writing Theory and Practice, is a writing-
intensive course which emphasizes peer
reviewing and tutoring.
Through the instruction of Professor
Irene Papoulis, Alan K. Smith Center
Lecturer, as well as through mock tutoring
and workshopping sessions, the new
Associates will learn how to be effective
writing tutors while also acquiring tools to
help them improve their own writing.
Paired up with a veteran tutor, the asso-
ciates-in-training will also spend two hours
a week tutoring in the writing center. This
will give them the opportunity to learn
about the tutoring process through observ-
ing veteran tutors while also gaining tutor-
ing experience of their own.
Writing Associates are trained to help
the writers address specific concerns such
as organization, content, and style. They
do not proofread or edit, but rather help
writers develop strategies for improving
their own work.
Being a Writing Associate is more than
just being a tutor at the writing center. It is
becoming part of a community of writers, a
community of students interested in, and
dedicated to, writing.
Through monthly dinners, panel dis-
cussions with faculty, and frequent collab-
oration on various projects, the Writing
Associates maintain continual discourse on
writing-related issues.
The Center is open on weekdays from
1-4 p.m., and Monday through Thursday
from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
There are late-night hours in Mather
Hall on Sundays and Mondays from 10 to
midnight and this semester there are also
late night hours from 10-midnight in
Mather on Wednesday nights as well.
The Legislative Internship Program Makes History
continued from page 9
science field.
McKee believes that if research were to
be done, it would be found that Trinity
College produces a respectably large num-
ber of politicians and lawyers.
"Right now, Trinity is third in the
nation for the number of CEO's who come
out of this school, I think that it would be
found that there flte a sucprtsirjgly large
number of politicians who have graduated
fromiiere, if sSmeo'ne" is willing to do the
research," McKee says.
McKee summed up his experience with
the internship program saying, "Based on
my experience, some students learn far bet-
ter by doing rather than listening to some
professors just talk about theory. Applying
theory makes it meaningful."
Professor Diana Evans is now in
charge of the internship program and has
been for the past fifteen years. Any inter-
ested students should contact the political
science office for rntit€ information.
Your Guide to Hartford is Here
FINALLY! IT'S HERE! YOU WILL NEVER BE BORED ON A TUESDAY
NIGHT AGAIN, OR ANY NIGHT OF THE WEEK, FOR THAT MATTER.
FEATURES BRINGS YOU YOUR VERY OWN GUIDE TO HARTFORD.
WEDNESDAY 4/3 :
Hear Gallic Galla, a presentation of
French and French-inspired music at the
Wadsworth Alhenaum, presented by
Chamber Music Plus (278-7148).
THURSDAY 4 /4 :
Serve the community while listening to
some great music. Hear Fiesta! play at St.
Vincent DePaul Place in Middletown as it
begins its 2nd Annual "Soup Kitchen
Concert Series" (8pm $6 347-4059). .
FRIDAY 4 /5 :
Hungry for some Southern cooking?
Check out Main Street's new restaurant,
Low Country (524-1508).
SATURDAY 4/6 :
The Science Center of Connecticut hosts
the Second Annual Lego 500 Racing
Competition, Watch and laugh at the kids
ages 3-16 as they race their own designed
Lego cars (10-5pm Troutbrook Drive,
West Hartford 231-2824),
SUNDAY 4 / 7 :
O.A.R. is playing at the Webster. Need we
say more?
MONDAY 4/8:
Take a trip back, to the 80's! E/T. is play-
ing at Crown Theaters on New Park Ave.
Call 247-CRWN for showtimes.
TUESDAY 4 /9 :
Stay in and do some work.
WEDNESDAY 4 / 3 : shorton
cash this week? Roo Bar on Farmington
Ave. was voted "best bar for your buck" as
well as "best college bar" by The Advocate
(232-2260).
THURSDAY 4 /4 :
Open Blues Jam with Gene Donaldson at
the Brainard Cafe (Lindbergh Dr.,
Hartford 241-1114),
FRIDAY 4 / 5 :
Try a Pint of Thomas Lee Hooker Ale at
Troutbrook Grille & Brewhouse,
Bartholomew Ave., Hartford (951-1680).
SATURDAY 4/6 :
Tonight is the last Wolfpack game of the
season versus Bridgeport. Come join "Fan
Appreciation Night" as well as "Shirts Off
Our Backs" when the Wolfpack players







Happy Hour at the Chart House in
Simsbury. Cajun Popcorn Shrimp and
Seared Ahi just $1.99 (658-1118).
TUESDAY 4/9:
Try a Green Tea Martini at Tisane on
Farmington Ave. (523-5417).
PI pw to get a J o b
oil ( .̂a pi to I f"jill
Find out about jobs on the Hill and how to
get one! Come meet
^)3V3n " J n o r n t o n }99
Legislative (Correspondent with trie'-£J.«S' Government
Wy
April >32OO2
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Ten
Things to do on Easter
10* Check out what's on FX*
9. Barter ess hunt with the
8* Bat toatzoh*
?* Go to that place* You fcnowj church*
6. Countdown the hours ti({ the Easter
soes on sa(e«
5. Watc^ The Simpsons #o to BrazH*
£ ?n vow toaflfrox for a card
Pled at your *>ee(ir>y skit) (eft over
Break* There s^es your tan/
1. Get your parents to catt your professor and
te« thet* you need an extra day to confer* all
your sins*
1* TrtfioJ *>a*>V>
DO YOU EVER WANT A DOSE OF REALITY FROM
THE REAL. WORLD? IF SO, COME AND HEAR!
MATT SMITH
OF MTV's REAL WORLD FAME AND
CURRENTLY THE NATIONAL SPOKESPERSON
FOR LIFE TEEN ,
HAMLIN H A L L
APRIL 5TH, 2002
7:30 P.M.
MATT SMITH, FROM REAL WORLD: NEW
ORLEANS, IS COMING TO TRINITY TO SHARE
HIS EXPERIENCES FROM BOTH THE REAL
WORLD AND HIS PERSONAL LIFE AND RELATE
IT TO THE LIVES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS.
SPECIFICALLY, HE WILL SHARE WITH STU-
DENTS HOW HIS CATHOLIC FAITH HAS
CHANGED HIS LIFE.
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND A PRE-LECTURE
DINNER WHICH WILL BE HELD AT THE INTER-
FAITH HOUSE, 1 55 ALLEN PLACE, 5:30 P.M.
BOTH THE LECTURE AND DINNER ARE
• SPONSORED BY THE NEWMAN CLUB.
(FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
FR. RAYMOND SMIALOWSKI AT X20 1 5)
20 - PECft-UAIW 18
You are the most outgoing and receptive
of the zodiac signs. You're generous, flex-
ible, and free-thinking. Use your generosi-
ty this week and put your extra flex dol-
lars towards someone else's meat Take
your chattering skills and discuss Life with
a professor. You'll find this conversation
helped when it comes time to final grades.
PISCES
- MAft.cw 20
You are the most sensitive sign of the
zodiac and the most vulnerable. Do not
take that random hookup at Pike for more
than it was. Aspasia does not Want you to
get hurt. Your sensitivity creates room-
mate issues this week when you flip out
at your roomie because you think she Was
taLking about you. The World does not
revolve around you—she wasn't.
MAfLCH 2 1 - APO-fL. 13
It may be your birthday this week! If so,
Aspasia Wishes you a happy birthday! You
are joyful, dynamic, assertive, outspoken,
and brave. You celebrate Life. Take this
Week to celebrate Life to its fuLLest by
going out to dinner on Tuesday night and
exploring ,the greater Uartford area bars
BiiJer 2X? TWrf i 'always the package
stores along HeW Evitain Avenue
A P W L 20 - M A V 20
ALL beauty deLights you. You are the sen-
sualist of the zodiac. You appreciate
nature's Loveliness, so don't get cooped up
in the basement of Psi-U. Although there
may be beaut/ there, check out the natu-
raL beauty around Trin campus. There are
daffodils growing everywhere! Also, the
construction Lends itself to some Lovely
ambiance.
21- OULV 22
You are skiLUd at seeing all sides #f a
topic. This makes you a great mediator of
arguments and a good debater. J-loWeVer,
picking a side is a difficult thing for you to
do. because you can always defend the
other. <^et some backbone and pick a side.
You'LL be less conflicted, your friends Will
Like you better, and that guy from Psi-U
wiLl be gLad to know where you stand.
CAMCEA.
Ouhie. 21 - O u c y 22
Your sign symbolizes the sea and you are
as restless and nwdy as the shifting of
the tides. If you don't already, get a sin-
gLe. Ivjaybe make some money off the deal
and become an RA. Right now, you are in
a great mood. Use this to become produc-
tive in these finaL Weeks of school and get
Work done ahead of time. You'LL thank
yourself When it's Low tide.
L-£O
23 - A U G U S T 22
The spotLight is your birthright and
applause b your due. You Live to perform
and to create on a grand scale. If you're
not in a play, you should be. because your
friends are getting tired of your meLodra-
ma. You need a Watchful audience to feed
your craving for constant attention and
admiration. Aspasia thinks that you
should get a dog.
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T G M & E A . 22
You are a perfectionist You Want your
environment as well as your Life to be tidy.
£>o clean up your room and get your Life in
order this Week. Try to make it to every
cLass but Aspasia knows that it is diffi-
cult Try an incentive program, for every
class that you go to. drink another beer on
Friday night You'LL find this realLy heLps
in gaining a sense of order.
S G P T E M & E A . 23 - OcToaEft. 22
fbecause you are charming yourself, you
Value charm in others. You love gossip
and parties and make a wonderful host
Throw a party this Weekend- it WilL make
you feel better. Plus, the gossip that
comes out of it will feed your need for a
Week and then you can start all over
again. I f you have nothing better to do,
check out the chat on PaiLy J o l t
OCTO&ER. 23 - NJai/ewaerc. 21
You have the power to transcend and to
transform, You have the capacity for high
spirituaL development, although your path
towards it is the most difficult in the zodi-
ac. To help develop yew spirit, imbibe in
some spirits this Weekend! You'LL find,
just as the Cfreek philosophers did, that
opening your mind leads to so much, even
if it takes some spirits to open it up.
SAG(TTAft-f(JS
NoVEM&Gft. 22 - 0ECGM&EA. 21
You are an adventurer hating alL things
routine and methodical Instead of staying
on campus every Weekend, check out the
Tripods new coLumn, "Your Cjuide to
jJartford." Luckily you love to explore
mentally as welL as LiteralLy. llopefully
you Won't forget the routine of getting to
cLass because finals are coming up and
you do not Want to be hurting come Ivjay.
Natives of your sign are apt to be defense-
less loners, spurred by a single-minded
ambition that can send you to great
heights. You should first figure out what
great ambition you have, be it becoming a
doctor or simply pounding more beers than
all of your friends combined, !f you start
getting defensive about anything, Aspasia
suggests taking a WaLk to clear your head.
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Ives Quartet Bedazzles Hamlin
NATHANIEL CURTIS
ARTS WRITER
One of the rhetorical ques-
tions often bandied about at meet-
ings attended by freshmen men-
tors at Trinity is "how can we
raise the level of discourse here?"
By this, they mean, how do we
get people to discuss Kant or
Hobbes in Mather as opposed to
who hooked up with who the
night previous. Well, as a mentor,
I'd like to suggest that I have
found one way of boosting the
intellectual brow at Trinity which
is definitely more pleasurable and
certainly less likely to draw
bemused stares from your friends
than bringing up Kafka in the
Cave, and by this I refer to the
Ives Quartet. The Ives Quartet
came to Trinity the week before
spring break, and while that
seems like a quite a while back by
this point, the group certainly
deserves a favorable review for
their excellent performance of
two Beethoven string quartets in
Hamlin Hall back on March 13th.
While 1 can't read music, I
am regular attendee of the Boston
Symphony, and can often be
heard pumping Mahler or Bach
into my hallway during office
hours, therefore, if this article
doesn't descend into the dark
realms of complex music theory,
you know why. The string quar-
tet is meant to be an intimate
piece. It doesn't call for brass or
percussion and as such doesn't
have the range of a symphonic
piece in terms of sheer sound or
being heard over the distances of
a large concert hall, and while the
Quartet in Bb Major, Opus 130
and the Quartet in F Major, Opus
59, No. 1,, certainly are expres-
sive pieces with all the depth of a
symphonic work, they were right
at home in the intimate space of
Hamlin Hall. In terms of music
theory, what I can say is this: the
Berlioz who's music does not so
easily fall into patterns traceable
by the listener. Beethoven is
some where in the middle of these
two poles: he neither sets up for
his listener a musical system in
which his listener can often guess
where he's going next, nor leaves
him entirely guessing, but often







of the Opus 130,
which frequently
played tricks on the
listener offering a
rhythm or theme
once and then vary-
ing it each time it
was played there-
after. All of this was
of course brilliantly
done by the Ives




to Jazz, which I also
enjoy, is that espe-
cially for works of
I Beethoven's era,
The masterful s tr ings www.AUSTiNARTS.ORa individual instru-
of the Ives Quartet.
two pieces are good representa-
tives of Beethoven's work.
Chronologically: and stylistically,
Beethoven falls between Baroque
composers like Bach who's work
is highly symmetrical and later'
Romantic compbsers like Hector
ments are not so
much featured in a
work, but expected to operate as a
harmonious whole to produce a
single, smoothly integrated
sound. However, unlike a sym-
phony which really limits how
much any one individual instru-
see IVES on page 14
THE ENDURANCE Apr 2
(2001) Produced and directed by George Butler. Screenplay by Caroline Alexander and
Joseph Dorman, based on the book by Caroline Alexander. Cinematography: Sandi
Sessle. Narration: Liam Neeson.
Liam Neeson narrates one of history's greatest stories of adventure and survival - Ernest
Shackleton's 1914 -1916 perilous expedition to Antarctica. Setting off with 28 men on a
three-masted wooden ship named Endurance, Shackleton pursued his dream of being
the first person to cross Antarctica by foot. Amazingly, in spite of a hurricane and the
sinking of the ship, extensive photographs and film shot during the expedition have sur-
vived. Filmmaker George Butler retraced Shackleton's journey, bringing stunning new
images of the most remote part of earth to the large screen. 97 rnin. www.cowboypic-
tures.com/endurance/index.html
GOSFORDPARK Apr 3 - 6
(2001) Director: Robert Altman. Screenplay by Julian Fellowes, based on an idea by
Robert Altman. Cast: Stephen Fry, Helen Mirren, Emily Watson, Jeremy Northam, Kristen
Scott Thomas, Alan Bates, Eileen Atkins, Derek Jacob!, Maggie Smith.
There's something about murder at a 1930s English country estate that is made for the
big screen - especially with world class director Robert Altman on hand. His trademark
ensemble cast features the most talented English actors working today. Adding realism to
the "downstairs" servants brings a new dimension to the mystery genre - (what, you
thought that maids and butlers were really fond of their masters?) The 76-year-old
Altman, who brought us M*A*S*H and Nashville, still enjoys poking fun at hypocrisy,
whereverhefindsit.137min.www.gosfordparkmovie.com/
OPEN YOUR EYES Apr 5 6
(Spain, 1999) Director: Alejandro Amenabar. Written by Amenabar and Mateo Gil. Cast:
Eduarda Noriega, Penelope Cruz, Fele Martinez, Najwa Nimri.
Before she skyrocketed to fame in the States, Penelope Cruz acted in a number of great
films (by outstanding directors) in Spain. In fact, Vanilla Sky was the remake of one of
her most popular films at home- Open Your Eyes (Abre Los Ojos). A psychological
thriller with more on its mind than the simple banality of murder is about a Lothario
(Eduaro Noriega) who drives (or is driven) off a cliff. When he finally comes out of a
coma, he finds himself charged with murder....110 min. www.sogetel.es/abrelosojos/
APRIL IN PARIS: CRIME ET CINEMA Apr 7 - 1 3
FANTOMAS (France, 1913) Directed by Louis Feuillade. A rare chance to see this silent
(with piano accompaniment) film starring Rene Navarre as Fantomas, a mysterious crimi-
nal who stalks Parisians with malevolence and terror. Coffee and pastries will be served
after Fantomas.
BOB LE FLAMBEUR (France, 1955) Directed by Jean-Pierre Meiville. Based on the
novel byAuguste Le Breton. Cast: Roger Duchesne, Daniel Cauchy, Isabelle Corey. Bob
Le Flambeur is a "compulsive gambler who dreams of robbing the casino at Deauville. An
exhuberant movie that inspired the Nouvelle Vague. 98m.
BAND OF OUTSIDERS (France, 1964) Director: Jean-Luc Godard. Based on the novel
by Dolores Hitchens. Cast: Anna Karina, Claude Brasseur, Arthur and Sami Frey. A movie
by Jean Luc Godard is never just about crime - it's about the film noir fantasies of two





Do you like sex? Beer per-
haps? College? If you answered
yes to any of the above questions,
there is a slight probability that
you may enjoy Touchstone
Picture's latest offering, Sorority
Boys, Wait, there must be some
error, or a Tripod editor asleep at
the wheel; did you say sorority
boys! Why yes, indeed I did.
Herein lies the plot, or semblance
thereof. Three adorable frat boys
are banished from their frat, and
decide to join a sorority so that
they may get back at their frat. (I
could charge you $8.50 but I have
decided to be go pro bono this
week. Why? Because I'm a nice
guy-)
Calling all Trinity fraternity
members! What's this about Psi-
U, AD, etc, I mean, let's do a bit
better here. In this movie the
Animal House is called KOK. (I
will refrain from any other jokes
not explicitly made in the movie.)
The basic plot of this movie is a
frat war, in which three young
men find themselves ensnared.
KOK is a party house, the cream
of the crop of frats, the old boy
network. The fine young men in
this brotherhood are bound by
alcohol, tail, and the promise of
easy high paying jobs after col-
lege. It's an oversimplification,
and a great generalization, but if
such logic phases you, you have
already read too much.
Our main players are Barry
Watson (Oqean's Steven,
Teaching Mrs. Tingle,) Harland
Williams (Freddy Got Fingered,
The Whole Nine Yards) and
better looking the man, the worse
looking a female he makes. At
the trio's first foray into KOK,
they are quickly thrown out as
victims of the DOG patrol.
And here I must introduce the
second crucial element to this
story. DOG, or ???, is a Sorority
for "other" females, those that
would not find themselves wel-
come in the rival sorority KKK
(say that one aloud.) DOG is lead
by a ferocious and beautiful fem-
inist, played by Melissa
Sagemiller (Get Over It, Sole
Survivors.) Every young woman
in the DOG sorority has a very
noticeable fatal flaw; for instance
one sister is rather large, another
has a distinctive voice, and anoth-
er is rather shaggy. When our trio
of men in drag is kicked out of
KOK, they find themselves on the
doorstep of DOG, which just so
happens to be in the middle of a
"membership campaign." Food
is offered, and before you know
it, DOG has three new sisters.
If you have enjoyed the sound
of things up to this point, then
you are in for a treat, because
things just get better from here
on. The antics are endless. There
are the: dresses, shoes, handbags,
maxi's... all of which are handled
quite well by the boys. Out peeks
a moral however. As the boys
(ladies) get to know their sisters,
they begin to realize what bad
people they are for treating the
DOG sisters like garbage. But I
wander, as does the film. The
goal of these boys comes back
intcj fpcus, and again they find
themselves in'-the ;K0K house,
tiying to make it to the coveted
upstairs bedroom to snag the tape.




Legends, Midnight in the Garden
of Good and Evil) As KOK fra-
ternity boys, one is the hardcore
brother, the other is the goon, and
the third is the romantic at heart.
These three are expelled from
their fraternity by KOK's goofy
president, who we later learn has
played a role in their removal.
(Don't get upset, you figure it out
immediately.) Basically they are
"shunned." However, all hope is
not lost for our heroes. Since a
certain member of the group
enjoyed taping himself in the act,
aided by a hidden motion sensor
video camera, there is footage of
all action in this person's bed-
room. As luck would have it, the
safe from which cash was stolen
by the evil president happens to
reside in that very room next to
that very bed. Thus if only the
excommunicated boys can pene-
trate KOK's fortress, then they
can have tangible proof that they
are innocent of all allegations,
and should be re-instated into the
brotherhood.
But they aren't allowed in the
house. The solution - they show
up in drag. Now mind you that
these are fairly good looking
men, and as things tend to go, the
One oversexed brother, a few
roofies, and dueling" motives
leads to a hilarious but oh so
wrong bedroom scene. "Sadly, the
tape is not recovered, instead it is
misplaced into a bin to be sent on
the boat for KOK's annual KOK
- Tail Crui se. A powderpuff foot-
ball game lands DOG a spot on
the boat, and it is on the water that
the truth is spilled.
So, the plot is insanely goofy,
ludicrous,. impossible, and nuts.
-. However, this movie is funny. I'll
throw a few things but: dildo
slingshot, porn, pink polo shirts,
chicks playing football, sex, and
did I say dildos? ItVall wildly
inappropriate, but hey, it IS about
frats. I .would lik| to take a
minute to say that as a Trinity stu-
dent, I appreciated this movie
more than I would if I were, say,
a Brigham Young University stu-
dent. This film is about the
underdogs, it does poke and make
fun of the KOK's of campus life.
So, I can only hope that 80% of
the Trinity community is ready to
laugh at themselves: For all you
other losers, get ready to win.
This movie works because it
highlights the foolishness of the
ways in which we segregate our-
see SORORITY on page 14
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Twilight Tuesdays to Present Trinit/s Own John Rose
AMY BUCHNER
SENIOR EDITOR
If you have yet to experience
the awe-inspiring power and
sound of Trinity's organ as played
by Trinity's own very talented
Mr. John Rose and magnified by
the stellar acoustics of the Trinity
chapel, get thee to the final
Twilight Tuesdays' program,
April 9 at 5 PM. Rose, the Trinity
Chapel organist and director of
chapel music, is also the creator
of the Twilight Tuesdays pro-
gram, now in its second year. The
program offers various soloists
and musical ensembles through-
out the academic year to the
greater Trinity community.
Rose's organ recital will mark the
architecture and organ lent them-
selves extremely well to the
works of the French Romantics.
That organ and the vast acoustic
possibilities of the cathedral
allowed him to explore music
written for the symphonic organ,
or organs that contain a scope of
color and power and a subtlety
reminiscent of a full symphony
orchestra.
Rose's musical interests were
easily transferable to Trinity's
organ when he arrived here as
college organist in 1977. Rose's
predecessor, Clarence Waters,
also an enthusiast of the French
Romantics, had designed
Trinity's current organ in 1971 in
a manner best suited to his
favorite style of music.
"[Trinity's organ] is not the biggest
organ I've ever played, but it is a poetic
instrument. Every stop counts in a beauti-
ful way." •• John Rose
end of this year's events. His pro-
gram will feature the works of
such artists as Trinity's own com-
poser-in-residence, Robert
Edward Smith, as well as Charles
Marie Widor, C6sar Franck,
Henri Mulet, and Louis Vierne,
ail members of the French"
Romantic school, Rose's special-
ty. : :"- i : ! ; : •.••;•.•
When asked what drew him
to this particular school of music,
he smiles and answers, "necessity
and opportunity." During a previ-
ous position as the organist of
Newark, New Jersey's Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart, he found that
the '"c'&tii&dT&'sf" Eienehr
Therefore, the concert will be all
the more exciting as it will
include a program specially
designed to take advantage of the
assets of Trinity's organ and
acoustics. Rose has remarked
that an "organist plays not just the
organ, but the building." With
this program, he promises to uti-
lize both to their maximum poten-
tial.
After this up-coming event,
Rose will take this same program
on the road. He will be perform-
ing an identical recital in Paris'
famed Notre Dame Cathedral
later this month. The Trinity com-
munity will be able to preview
this performance before Paris has
the great pleasure of hosting one
of Trinity's own musical treas-
ures.
Travel and worldwide tours
are nothing new for Rose. He
first played Notre Dame's organ
in his early twenties. He has gone
on to perform in forty-four of the
United States with performances
at Orchestra Hall in Chicago,
Davies Symphony Hall in San
Francisco, the Kennedy Center in
Washington DC, and the Mormon
Tabernacle in Salt Lake City.
Abroad, he has performed in nine
countries spanning four different
continents, including such
notable venues as Westminster
Abbey and St. Paul's Cathedral in
the United Kingdom, Town Hall
in Melbourne, Australia, the Sao
Bcnto International Festival for
Organ in Brazil, and Morelia
Cathedral in Mexico.
Much of the Trinity commu-
nity may be unaware that seated
at their chapel's organ console is
one of this country's most
acclaimed and lauded organists.
He has been a featured artist at
national and regional conventions
of such groups as the American
Guild of Organists, the Organ
Historical Society, and the
National Association of Pastoral
Musicians.
Rose has also recorded six-
teen CD and LP albums that have
garnered much radio airplay and
critical praise. He has even been
honored by musical dedications
by such composers as Malcolm
Williamson, Master of the
Queen's Music to H.M. Elizabeth
II of Great Britain. Rose is the
director of the summer church
John Rose at home in front of the COURTCSY OFJOHN ROSE
organ in the Trinity College Chapel.'
and is an elected member of the
Connecticut Academy of Arts and
Sciences and an elected Fellow of
the Royal Society of Arts in
London.
However, for all his travelling
and chances to play some of the
largest and most exciting organ
venues in the world, Rose still
adores Trinity and its organ. He
notes, "It is not the biggest organ
I've ever played, but it is a poetic
instrument. Every stop counts in
a beautiful way."
Don't miss your chance to
S f # ' organ
and the artistry of John Rose.
Discover, as The New York Times
did, that "Mr. Rose clearly likes
this [French Romantic] music and
plays it with a good sense of style
and understanding of the effect it
is intended to produce: grandeur
and drama and, here and there, a
bit of sentimentality, too."
Rose's concert will occur on
April 9 at 5 PM. A pre-concert
reception will take place at 4:30
PM. Admission is free with a
Trinity ID. General admission is




music of nonconformity and conscience
FRIDAY, APRIL 5 AT 8PM
Featuring singer/songwriters
Hugh Blumenfeld Faith Soloway
Anne Hills Eric Schwartz
Alastair Moock Sally Rogers
Introduced by radio hosts
Susan Forbes Hansen and Ed McKeon
An exclusive one night concert event
produced by the Austin Arts Center,
giving voice to the responsible; dissenting fool.
Austin Arts Center - Trinity College
Box Office (860)297-2199 www.AustinArts.org
$10 general / $8 seniors and non-Trinity students
FREE* with Trinity ID
TREE TICKETS TOAAC events (1 per student 12 per employee) are available
with a Trinity ID when picked up IN ADVANCE attheAAC Box Office.
No phone reservations are accepted for free Trinity tickets.
Box office hours are Sunday - Thursday 1-9 pm, and Friday and Saturday 1-6 pm.
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2.5 Minute Ride Is Worth It
Kron Moves Audience With Onstage Autobiography
STEPHEN BAXTER
1 ' ARTS WRITER
Having received rave reviews from The
New Yorker and Variety for earlier engage-
ments, one wonders if the one-woman play,
2.5 Minute Ride, which finishes its run at
the Hartford Stage this week, could possi-
bly live up to the hype.
Lisa Kron's autobiographical perform-
ance has been described as a, "winningly
navigated, funhous:
tour through some pi
the twentieth centu
ry's darkest hours.
Does that mean thai













memories in her nar-
rative: a lighthearted
account of her aginp
family's annual trip
to the Cedar Point
Amusement Park in
Sandusky, Ohio; the
performance is to construct vivid yet
inevitably invisible characters, she has
unquestionably succeeded throughout.
Maybe her skill should not come as
such a surprise, since she has been writing
and performing solo work for the last 16
years in places like Lincoln Center, La
Jolla Playhouse, and in overseas theatres.
She has also won the New York Press
Award for Best Autobiographical Show. In
2.5 Minute Ride, her conversational style









% have been undertak-




pause in the mono-






limes in the perform-
ance.
Speaking direct-
ly to the audience,
wedding'of her.broth-Lisa Kron stars in 2.5 HARTFORD STAfie she possesses a wit
er and his Internet Minute Ride at Hartford Stage ™d comic insight
bride, and a pilgrim-
age to Auschwitz with her father, a holo-
caust survivor.
She conveys vivid and comic images of
American family life from the perspectives
of a daughter, lesbian, Jew, and sister. In an
elegant yet endearing style of storytelling,
she uses three distinct areas of the small
, stags Vor the Vhtee separate narrations, bril-
Ji.inlly switching buck and fo;(?i between
stories al key moments.
In one memorable scene, she describes
her elderly thrill-seeking father struggling
to read a sign for requirements to ride a
roller coaster at Cedar Point: "You may not
be above the age of 70, have a heart condi-
tion, or be on medication," it states.
Unfazed by his ineligibility on all counts,
he nonchalantly pops a few pills and joins
the line for the ride.
As the audienceis digesting this comic
scene and choking with laughter, Ms. Kron
seamlessly weaves the story into a descrip-
tion of reading the entrance sign to present-
day Auschwitz, where her father was held
captive. If the challenge in a monologue
that serve as testa-
ment to years of irreplaceable experience in
play writing and acting.
The only complaint this reviewer could
make is Director Mark Brokaw's choice of
projecting white squares of light to repre-
sent blank slides for Ms. Kron to point to
while telling her first story. It's a fresh and
clever-trick the first time, but after return-
ing to the story and enduring ten blank
slide descriptions, it can't help but be
tedious for the unimaginative audience,
member.
5 But that's nitpicking. 2.5 Minute Ride
is worth seeing before it leaves town, espe-
cially as. an introduction to the Hartford
Stage. A trip to the theater comes as a wel-
come relief from Trinity life, especially for
a performance of this caliber.
2.5 Minute Ride plays at the Hartford
Stage through April 7. Performances are
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 7:30
p.m.; Friday at 8 p.m.; Saturday at 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m.; and Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $17.50 to $45.00 and can
be ordered by calling (860) 527-5151.
Ives Quartet at Hamlin
continued from page 12
ment can shine, the more intimate setting
of chamber music does allow for a little
more individuality between the instru-
ments, I know, some of my high school
friends were musicians, that the viola is for
some unknown reason the butt of many
orchestral jokes. I'll give you a quick
example, "Q: What's the definition of a
gentleman? A: A violist who doesn't
play!" There you haveit, but in all honesty,
Scott Woolweaver, the violist of the Ives
Quartet, played masterfully that evening.
His music had a rich, amber quality to it, a
warm sound that filled Hamlin Hall and left
it shimmering with a tapestry of sound.
Stephen Harrison, the cellist, did an excel-
gets to play perhaps once or twice during a
given symphony, and Robin Sharp and
Susan Freier certainly played their parts
beautifully and smoothly, once again show-
casing just how lovely good violin playing
can be.
You might be tempted to say that clas-
sical music isn't Britney Spears or Ricky
Martin. I'll admit, its very seldom that
classical music gets a laser show and back-
up dancers to accompany it, but it is a cen-
tral part of western culture and one that you
ought to get to know. It certainly has scan-
dals aplenty: Franz Lizst was attacked in
his. own day for riding around in a sumptu-
ous* private railway car, sporting a foppish
haircut and playing passionate piano pieces
The music had a rich, amber quality to it, a warm
sound that filled Hamlin Hall and left it shimmering
with a tapestry of sound.
lent job holding down the bottom end of
both pieces, and especially fine work with
his one note entrance in Opus 59, which
has historically haunted cellists since it's
creation in 1812. What can be said of the
violins which hasn't already been said?
The violin is the prince of the orchestra.
Even playing second fiddle is better than
being, say, the tympanist, for example who
that made ladies shriek and swoon, and
Beethoven, especially in his later life did
some pretty oddball things too. However,
the bottom line is this classical music is
beautiful stuff, it can be very moving and
the Ives Quartet does it superbly. If they
were to come back to Trinity, I'd hustle
over to Austin Arts or Hamlin to see the
and I'd recommend that you do the same.
Monologues Hit Trin Again
ALEXANDRA POKORNA
ARTS WRITER
Last Friday in the Washington room,
the performance of the famous Vagina
Monologues, originally an anti-rape pro-
duction, attracted a considerable number of
people. For those who are not familiar with
this topic, the show basically consisted of
short stories taken out of a book by various
authors (for sale after the show by the way)
that were read and performed by Trinity
faculty, students and staff.
With a deliberately reduced stage set-
ting and minimalist costumes using a com-
bination of black and red, the layout set out
an atmosphere for a feministic extravagan-
za. After listening to the actual content of
the stories I realized the most frequent
word would be vagina, sometimes turned
into its vulgar synonyms. The goal perhaps
to break or to continue breaking, for those
already aware, the stereotypes and taboos
about physical femininity. Also from time
to time some serious themes were covered.
This is not to say that menstruation, mas-
turbation or "my flowering garden" are not
serious enough, but war and all it takes or
the African female mutilation definitely
require action on a larger scale.
One of these topics included the prob-
lem of Afghani women. As I understood it
was supposed to illustrate their position in
Afghanistan during the Taliban occupation
concentrating on the traditional Muslim
dress they all had to wear. But honestly,
telling us how awful her life is without see-
ing the sun, children or husband, how close
she is to death that she no longer wants to
die, this piece sounded more.like Western
propaganda lacking a larger amount of
information and point of view. Again I had
an impression some people tend to rank the
civilized part of the world so much higher
neglecting the fact that there are also free
women who choose this way of life, thus
giving us only one side of the problem.
After all, the western society besides being
economically superior faces a variety of
problems linked to this money-oriented
mindset that would be out of the question
in most of the economically less advanced
countries.
Another example of how far some peo-
ple are able to go in order to liberate the
essence of women was a poetic perform-
ance celebrating the word "cunt."
Gradually producing a number of words
starting with each of the letters, the per-
former, one of the better ones by the way,
made the whole crowd shout out loud this
vulgar expression. Seriously, I have noth-
ing against free speech, but words should
be used, not abused, as with most things.
There was definitely a touch of humor
that made some people love it, however the
quality of the performance is questionable
as is the use of obscene language.
Compared to the more famous original,
these Vagina Monologues didn't live up to
my expectations. And in the end, feminini-
ty does not come from the genitals, it
comes from the person within.
Sorority Boys
continued from page 12
selves. Please don't misinterpret this how-
ever... Sorority Boys is a dumb movie. I
recommend you see it late at night. For the
80%, watch it if you find yourself alone
some Friday or Saturday night - you'll get
some tips to meet that girl you've always
been looking for. For the 20%, watch it if
you want to laugh at the 80% and feel bet-
ter about yourselves. My thinking is, if
there is a reason for 100% of the Trinity
community to watch this movie, then it's
90 minutes well spent. Everybody is
laughed at in this movie, and unless you
can not balance mockery of others with
mockery of self, you will appreciate this
tlick. . . •••-
catcu!
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Fluid Highlights the Artistic Talents of AshleyTaylor '02
KARA KLENK
ARTS EDITOR
Last Wednesday Ihe Broad Street
Gallery housed the exhibition entitled
Fluid featuring the work of Studio Arts
major Ashley Baker Taylor '02. Students,
parents, and members of the community
turned up during the course of the three-
hour opening where one could munch on
Goldfish™ and sip on wine while admiring
the pieces that are the culmination of
Taylor's thesis. The snacks were ho joke
considering the very evident aquatic theme
in Taylor's work.
Taylor spent first semester preparing
and experimenting with different mediums
and decided to focus on painting. The four
pieces featured together in the exhibition,
Study #/, #2, #3, and #4 were created fall
semester and lead her to focus on the aquat-
ic theme for her thesis exhibit. Taylor was
One Fish is one of the KARA KLCNK
working with the idea of manipulating the
painterly space through the use of light,
color, and movement. In each piece, Taylor
has made a specific and inventive choice
about the lights, its source and how it per-
vades the space.
The work is not specifically about fish
but uses them almost as characters. The
fish have different personalities and tem-
peraments,in each piece. Taylor has been
attracted to the water for most of her life,
being from a family that has always spent a
lot of time boating and fishing. Her parents
now run a boat chartering company in the
Caribbean. More information about that
company is available at www.saiiandi-
amo.com.
, Despite her history with water, Taylor
did visit aquariums, take photos, and turn
them into slides in order to observe how
goldfish interact with one another within
the tank. This gave her some insight on
how to place them in the space, on the can-
vas. Her different use of color really gives
each piece its own unique identity. How the
fish occupy the space the number of fish,
their size, position, and expression differ-
entiates one painting from another.
Rose, an acrylic piece, utilized differ-
ent shades of magenta, purple, and orange
to depict an aquatic image of fish and the
textured brushstrokes helped to accomplish
the underwater feeling of the piece.
The abstract nature of Taylor's work
was highlighted specifically in Three Gold
Fish, a piece done in acrylic and gold leaf
that depicted three orange fish in sections
of blue, turquoise, and lavender water. The
fish, are painted in connected fragments and
really g}ye the viewer the feeling of seeing
^hrpu,gh.water,andithe.,distO!Cted,,.viewpoint1
tfyat w a t e r p r e s e n t s . ,.,' I . . . , .
.^Vihf'je most o^the/pieces were done in
hcj't, colors like deep, turquoise, magenta,
an̂ d bright .orange, Yellow Blue Pink was an
acrylic and oil piece done in pastel pink,
yejlp.yv, blue, and orange. This one stood
out in comparison to the rest and showed










The 13th Annual Women in the Trades and
Nontraditional Occupations Conference
includes a career fair, vendor exhibits,
and workshops on such topics as
Apprenticeships, Entrepreneurs hip, and
Understanding Financial Security. The
venue includes keynote speakers who
worked at Ground Zero following the
attacks in New York City in September.
You may come into Career Services for a
registration form, or log into the
Conference website for a registration form
and more information at:
www.cga.state.ct.us/PCSW
DEADLINE to send in registration is
APRIL 5,2002!
Don't miss this unique
opportunity to learn about
lucrative, nontraditional
career fields for women!!!
Three Gold Fish is included in Ashley Taylor's exhibit. KARAKLCNK
Besides the textured brushstrokes pre-
sumably used to convey the underwater
feel of the exhibit, pieces like Turquoise
Light, and Study §4 furthered the aquatic
theme with paint dripping down in certain
places. Taylor said, "I like experimenting
with different physicality within my paint-
ings. I used sand, wood shavings, and thick
layers of paint to play with texture."
Other mediums that Taylor employed
were equally interesting. In the rear of the
gallery, a piece entitled "Scroll" hung from
the ceiling and through different ink draw-
ings on two layers of vellum, the artist used
transparency to further develop her ideas .
about the perspective through^ water and
aquatic illusions. Katie Bowmarij'03 corn-
mented on this piece, "1 really enjoyed the
scroll, her use of layers is veryuinventive,
I'd love to buy it." : i : :;;in.
..,• Taylor explained that the i<iea for the
scrol.li', came, to, her through /ssearch of
Asian art and the predominance of the
goldfish as a symbol of luck and prosperity
in Asian art. The Fish in this -piece are
drawn and therefore are a move linear ren-
dering of fhe fish depicted in the paintings.
All the paintings in the exhibition are vari-
ations of the fish that appear in the scroll.
Taylor also displayed etching in three
prints entitled Goldfish #/, #2, and #3
which were smaller in size but displayed
the same image in a variety of different
color patterns.
The painting that struck me the most
was the piece called, One Fish with one
large fish staring straight on at the viewer.
His enlarged size dwarfs the area around
him and he is painted in a great combina-
tion of deep purples with a smattering of
orange and purples.
Whether or not you- know anything
. about art, it is hard to ignore Taylor's talent
as an artist. She plans to continue with her
art after graduating in May. Heriex.hib.it is.
only up for a few more days at the Broad
Street Gallery and all of the paintings are
for, sale. -• ••,-,. •,••,;,
I would advise anyone who :wants to
get a taste of some of the studefjt. artistic
talent on campus to stop by the gallery to
take a look at Fluid.
PREVIEW OF THE WEEK
Sally Rogers will perform as VAVWAUSTINARTS.ORG
part of Dissenting Fools.
In honor of April Fool's Day, Trinity College's Austin Arts Center
presents, Dissenting Fools, a unique concert giving voice to the responsible
dissenting fool, featuring music of nonconformity and conscience on Friday,
April 5 at 8 PM. The group features singer-songwriters Hugh Blumenfeld,
Anne Hills, Alastair Moock, Sally Rogers, Eric Schwartz, and Faith Soloway
and co-hosted by area radio station hosts Susan Forbes Hansen and Ed
McKeon. Some playful, some outraged, but always wise, this unlikely con-
cert will present music from the canon of American song as well as selec-
tions from the performers' own compositions. All will be in tune with the
idea of giving voice to the responsible dissenting fool — especially in these
times. Tickets are $ 10 general / $8 seniors and non-Trinity students. For
more information, call the Austin Arts Center box office at (860) 297-
2199, or visit www.AustinArts.org.
•Lisa Hurley
Free Delivery
233-8888 O M G I M l MEW YOKE PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue





Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Only!
Monday only!
Use your charge card
for any delivery...
($10,00 minimum)
Small 12" (8 slices} Thin Crust * Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small Medium Large Sicilian
Cheese $'7.50 ............ ....$9.85. • $13.00 .....$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni $9.00 $13.00 $17.00 $18.00
Veggie... ..., , $10,00 , $14.85 $17.50 $18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special..... , .„$11.50 $18.00 $22.00 .«. $22.00
Additional Toppings , ......$.50.. $1,00 $150....,..., .....$1.50
TOPPING® Pepperoni, Sausage, Mea&all. Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, WJiite. Extra Cheese, tors, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic. Tomatoes and Ham.
HEROES (Hot or Cold) '
with your dwlce of tettue©, tomato, onions, peppers, ofivss, mushrooms.
mayo, 88G sauca, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
Philly Cheese Steak $5,50
PWIly Cheese Steak w/Bacon $6.25
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak $7.45
Meatball Parmigiana S5 15
Ham, Salami, Cheese $5.40
Ham & Cheese , $5.15
Turkey & Cheese „. $5.15
Tuna & Cheese ....„ , $5.15
Veggie 8. Cheese $4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese ., „„ .„ ,„„.„„.„»„ $5,40
.Salami & Cheese ,„„.„...,.,„.....,...„,.„ $4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese ,„....„„,,„„., $5,65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese „„„..., ,„„ $8,00
BIT & Cheese,,. .„,„...,....,„.,...,.,_,.,. $4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese 4 , $4.90
DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - St.OQextra)
AH prices do not include tax.
GAI2ONES
Our own handmade pizza dough staffed with Rtetta, Mozzarella and Pamesan
cheeses blended with your choice of fiirtg and a Sldte cup of marinara sauoe.
Calzone
each additional filling S -50
APPETIZERS
ButfetaTenaers,^. i , 6} for $5.75 ,
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide) <12> for $6.00. W
Chicken Fingers S6.00 j^_
Mozzarella Sticks (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings, $320
French Fries .'....... $2.65
Cheese Fries ........,«;«'...»—......«.».......«-....•..... ...» .$3,70
Fried Dough. .,.„. - ....»» (8)for$2.50
Breadsticks —..........., (8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread .;... $1.85 •
Garlic Bread w/cheese.............. ,. $2.40
Chips «. .;.... .«.,.... $-50
SAluABS • . , .'
Tossed Salad $4.05
Antipasto Salad ..,„.,. $5,75
Tuna Salad .;.;.•.„„„„*..„„.,.................--. $5.75
Extra Dressing „.,„, ».>.....-...... , ,. $ .50
DRESSINGS: ftarwh, Bine Chsese, Italian, fiat Free Italian
DESSERTS."'".
Triple Chocolate Cate $3.25
SODAS (one liter) $1.60 (two liter) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, teed Tea Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
Order of M U D DOUGH jFREE Order of GAR1IC BBEADj
P i z z a O r d e r I with Any Medium Pizza Order I
Must presenl coupon > Coupon cannot be combined, I Mu»t present coupon • Coupon cannot b» combined.
Mu«t mentfon coupon bolora ordering
$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
isent coupon - Coupon cannot tat combined.








Must pretant coupon • Coupon cannot be combined.




Must present coupon - Coupon cannot to« <
Large Cheese Pizza ,
with purchase of any
Large Ftem .
Mu«t present coupon -Coupon cannot be
ltfnta^v ^Bî t̂t t̂eM̂ t̂t u^Ltt ^^^^^^ i mm H mm mm mm mm mm
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Lectures
Concerning Dance Training
Dr. Clyde Smith, an independent researcher and
community educator, will present a lecture entitled
"Researching Power Relations in the Dance
Classroom." Dr. Smith's lecture will focus on elite arts
training today. His particular interest is the prevalence
of abusive behavior to which students are exposed and
the extent to which this behavior is considered to be a
necessary component of elite.dance training. He then
proposes a model of the 'caring classroom' as an alter-
native and evaluates the reception of this model in
professional circles.
April 3 - 4:15 PM -115 Allen Place
Gender Justice
Leslie Feinberg, a gender activist, author, coalition
builder and trade unionist, is struggling for gender jus-
tice around the globe. She will present "A Manifesto
for Sex and Gender Liberation." Some of her previous
books include Transgender. Warriors, StoneButch
Blues and TransLiberation: Beyond Pink or Blue.
April 3 • 7 PM- Mather Hall, Terrace Rooms B/C
Anthrax and Bioterrorism Following 9/11
"Anthrax and Bioterrorism: In the Wake of
September 11" will be delivered by Kathy LeDell, an
Epidemiologist, who is part of a team of disease detec-
tives responsible for setting up surveillance systems to
detect bioterrorism related illness/outbreaks and
designing systems to deal with bioterrorism when/if it
occurs. The talk will describe the signs, symptoms and
treatment of potential bioterrorism agents, as well as
illustrate how healthcare and public health systems
respond to bioterrorism events.
April 3 - 7:30 PM - Hamlin Hall
CoBUfflBWtylthics ,
Dr. Frank Kirkpatuck of the Religion Department
will discuss his work "The Ethics of Comi
a
reception.
••April 4 - 4 : 1 5 PM - 1 1 5 Allen Place
Middle Eastern Response to the Afghan War
The talk "Insight and Analysis of the Response in the
Middle East to the War in, Afghanistan" will be pre-
sented by by journalists Owais Aslam Ali and Rami
Khouri, Neiman Fellows at Harvard University, as
part of the international human rights lecture series
"Truth, Justice and Reconciliation: Confronting the
Past, Constructing the Future."
April 5 - Noon- 2:00 PM - Reese Room, Smith House
Civil Rights Double Feature
Dr. Robert Moses, civil rights organizer and philoso-
pher of mathematics, will give two presentations:
"A Conversation with Bob Moses: Civil Rights
Organizing, Past and Present."
April 8 - 4:15 PM - Rittenberg Lounge
"Civil Rights, Sharecroppers, and the Education
Reform Movement."
April 8 - 7 PM - Life Sciences Auditorium
Peace in the Middle East
Clinton Bailey, Professor of Middle Eastern Studies,
will update the question 'Is Peace Possible?' following
his trip to Israel during Trinity's spring break.
April 10 - 4:30 PM - Terrace Room B, Mather
Gay and Lesbian Lecture Series
Cathy Cohen will present the lecture "Not Only
Black, Not Only Queer: Our First Systematic
Examination of Black, Gay Public Opinion."
April 11 -Time TBA - Seabury 16
Studio Arts Annual - Widener Gallery
Featuring artwork by students enrolled in studio arts
courses during the 2001-2002 academic year.
April 1-23 - 1:00- 6:00 PM - Widener Gallery, AAC
Latin American & Iberian Film
"Bread and Roses," a drama about janitors and unions.
Brief introduction and follow-up discussion included.
April 3 - 7:30 PM - Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences
Salsa and Merengue Lessons
Perfect even for those of you who have never had any
dance instruction. You will be dancing in no time! Take
these lessons at NO cost to you: events are sponsored by
the Spanish Club.
April 4 & April 11 - 7:00- 8:30 PM - La Voz Latina (69
Vernon St.)
Perf,ormances
Recital of Spanish Poetry
Fernando Latorre, baritone, and Itziar Barredo,
pianist, will perform a pertinent and beautiful selection
of poems by the Spanish poet Rafel Alberti.
April 4 - 5:00 PM - Washington Room, Mather
Dissenting Fools - Goodwin Theater
Featuring an array of of regional singer-songwriters
performing songs of conscience and nonconformity.
This concert will present music from the canon of
American song as well as selections from the perform-
ers' own compositions. All will be in tune with the idea
f8
April 5 - 8:00 PM - Goodwin Theater, AAC
Twilight Tuesday Concert
John Rose, Trinity College organist, performs works
by Vierne, Widor, Franck, Mulet and Robert Edward
Smith. $7 general/ $4 students and senior citizens,
April 9 - 5 PM - Chapel
comm unity Qervice
The Adolescent Mentoring Program (AMP)
Project: A Saturday morning academic and men-
toring program run by Trinity students and the
Boys and Girls Club on Broad Street. Contact
Descatur (Dez) Potier, x2940, for more info.
K.l.C.S. (Kids in Community Service) : Contact
Alice Barnes for more information.
Want to adopt a grandparent or work with AIDS
patients at Trinity Hill? Contact Megan Carney or
Sarah Wreubel.
Habitat for Humanity : Contact Davis Albohm or
Sara Pflanzer.
JVLiscellaneous
Irrtarnational 6tud«nt &u<Wy Program
If interested, you wil l be assigned to an incoming first-Year
or ELxchange international student \.o help him/her adjust ts
life at Trinity and the United 6tates. The time commitment
is Light be aVaiLable far questions and possibly meet With
the student now and then for Lunch. Your heLp is most Valu-
able during the first few Weeks of the semester.
Contact iday
JLitncn
Join the language tables for very informal and casual
conversation (all levels are welcome) over lunch at the
following times in Hamlin Hall:
FRENCH: Mondays 12 Noon-IPM
Audrey Sartiaux, x2523










RUSSIAN: Wednesdays 12 Noon-lpm
Mikhail Gronas, x5217
SPANISH: Thursdays 12:15-1:15PM
Maribel Acosta-Lugo, x4273 and
Vilma Navarro-Daniels, x5256
Weekly Torch Study Luncheon
The Jewish Studies Weekly Torah Study Luncheon
(Parshat ha-Shavua) will be taking place at the Hillel
House on Wednesdays, from 12:15-1:15PM. A free
kosher deli lunch will be served, courtesy of Jewish
Studies.
Wednesday April 3 - 9:30 PM- 11 •.30. PM
"Rane" performs. *
Thursday April 4- 9:30 PM- 12:30 AM
Jonathan Chatfield and band perform.
CLASSIFIEDS
(jood fiuwor Ice Cream
Wanted: Drivers Male and Female




Call Mon-Fri, 9 AM-3 PM ONLY
1-800-899-1009
fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $ 1,000- 2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit Card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
. {888)923-3238, or visit
'Around the WorCcC
for Cheap
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus tax.
Europe $169 one way plus tax.
Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book tickets online at
www.airtech.com or (212) 219- 7000
TEACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE
for certified and uncertified teacher's.
We serve hundreds of public, private, and parochial schools in CT
and NY. Over 10,000 placed since 1965.
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS WE
ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU, and many
of our private schools pay the fee, Call us to discuss
your background and the types of positions for
which you are qualified.
FAIRFIELD TEACHERS'AGENCY, Fairfield, CT
(203) 333-061! www, fairfieldteacliersagcv.com
PAGE IS SPORTS THE TRINITY TRIPOD - APRIL 2, 2002
DIANA POTTCR
The Intramural insider scours the campus each week
to find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramu-
ral sports. This week the Intramural Insider ran into
three girls from Home Grown.
Intramural Insider: "You girls play in the all girls intramural
softball division. While many girls love this division others
have complained that the girls in the division have to deal
with harassment from male spectators. The other day
Eamonn Brown '05 was heard saying that if he could see
girls naked then he would die happy. Did this bother you???
Kara Klenk '02: "Are you kidding me! It was no big thing. I
just turned around and shut Eamonn up real quick. After he
said that if he could see us naked he'd die happy I told him
that if we could see him naked we'd die laughing."






while senior goalie Eric Wilson was able to
stop eleven Connecticut shots.
After the Conn win, the Bantams shift-
ed their focus to their Saturday game
against Tufts University. However, they
were not able to recreate the same offen-
sive intensity as in the Conn game. The 11-
5 loss to the Jumbos drops the Bants to 1-4
overall and 1-1 in the NESCAC. Tufts led
at halftime, 5-3, but Trinity was still in con-
tention after Thach scored early in the third
quarter. Trinity was within one goal and the
team seemed poised to take over the game,
but Tufts quickly responded as senior mid-
fielder Jack Palmer scored the second of
four goals. Trinity continued to fight as
Rohan fired his second goal of the day
shortly after Palmer's goal. Unfortunately,
the Tufts defense was able to contain the
otherwise powerful Trinity offense score-
less in the fourth quarter and controlled the
remainder of the game with four consecu-
tive goals taking momentum and the game
away from the Bants. Wilson stopped 14 of
35 shots, but was unable to control the pace
of the opposing offense. The Trinity effort
was aided by Peace with two goals, sopho-
more attack Sandy Leighton added one
assist, along with Rohan and junior attack
Erik Mazmanian.
Trinity will look to avenge the loss this
week against Eastern CT and then this
weekend against NESCAC rival Colby.'
















To RSVP please contact
Andrea - Saari in Career Services
at x. 2084 or via e-mail .
andrea. saar i@tr incoll. edn
Etasistess Attire Required!
I
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Women's Tennis Goes
Undefeated Over Break
Lady Bants Beat Hope, Wise-Lacrosse, and Hamilton
SIMON SAICHEK
SPORTS WRITER
Women's tennis started off the spring
season with a bang. The Lady Bantams had
their first four scheduled matches of the
spring over the break in South Carolina.
They came away with 3 wins and a rainout.
"We played really well," said Karen
Huebner '03. "It's great to start the spring
season with three solid wins. It gives all of
us a real sense of a confidence, which is
fashion, winning 9-0. Senior co-captain
Rebekah Mate and junior co-captain
Courtney Sargeant both won their singles
matches without losing a game and no
Trinity player lost more than 2 games per
set as the Bantams rolled over Hamilton to
their sixth team win of the season.
The final match of spring break for the
Bantam ladies came against the University
of Wisconsin-LaCrosse.
In this match the Bantams saw their
toughest challenge of the break, but Trinity
Baseball Beats WPI,
Ups its Record to 12-3
continued from page20
go, while Kurt Piantek '03 put the Bantams
on the board with his fifth homerun of the
season. Piantek went 3-3 with four RBl's
in the operier, while freshman Andrew
Fries, who hit in the 3 spot for the Bantams,
went 3-4 with three RBI's. Bayliss had 7
strikeouts in six innings of work and
improved to 2-! with the win.
In the second game Bowdoin jumped
out to a 2-0 lead before Trinity bounced
back and put the game away in the sixth.
The Bantams racked up seven runs in the
sixth and went on to a comfortable 11 -3
victory. Spanos recorded eight strikeouts
in as many innings while upping his record
to 3-0 on the year.
On Monday the team traveied to
Worcester, Ma and took on WPI. Trinity
won 10-5. Tom Osuch led the Trinity
attack going 3-5 with a homerun and three
RBIs. Craig Tredenick Picked up the win
for the Bantams, while Tremblay looked
impressive in relief.
Trinity will play host to Bates at 3:00
PM on Friday, then at noon on Saturday.
"Our goal is to qualify for the
NCAA's again th is year." Karen
Huebner x03
important because the spring is very impor-
tant season for us. We have a lot of com-
petitive matches coming up. Our goal is to
qualify for the NCAA's again.this year."
The first match was against Hope
College. In this match the Bantams shut out
their opposition, winning all 6 of their sin-
gles matches in straight sets and all 3 of
their doubles matches in 10 games or
fewer.
There were noteworthy performances
from Diana Dreyfus '05 and Sarah Krueger
'04, who teamed up for an 8-0 shutout in #2
doubles, and from Karen Huebner who lost
only one game in singles before joining
forces with Diana Goldman '04 to win #3
doubles 8-2.
This match improved the Bantams,
ranked #4 in the East and #l 3 in the nation,
team record to 5-3.
The next match for the Bantams pitted
The.
still did not falter. The Bantams continued
the streak in singles winning all 6 matches
there, including a 6-0, 6-0 victory for #5
singles player Karen Huebner. But the
Bantam perfection had to slip sometime as
#1 doubles team of Rebekah Mate and
Courtney Sargeant fell victim to a tough
pair from Wisc.-LaCrosse and lost 6-8 in a
tight match.
The Bantams won the contest with an
8-1 trouncing of LaCrosse. The Bantams
final match of the break vs. Wellesley was
cancelled due to rain. All in all the
Bantams won 3 of 3 over the break, bring-
ing their record to 7-3 for the year.
' Currently ranked 4th in the East and
13th in the nation, the Bantams look to
improve their record as they take on
Middlebury at home on Tuesday at 4:00
PM. After that, they will journey to MIT on
the April 6 for another tough match. The
Bantams have a mere 4 matches until the
tffiSCAt: championships,
Carlos Resto '03 takes the mound for the Bantams m e PHOTO
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Baseball Sweeps Polar Bears
in Its NESCAC Season Opener
SHANE EARLY .
SPORTS EDITOR
Propelled by strong starting
pitching and an impressive 55
runs in five games, baseball
extended its winning streak to six
games with victories over Coast
Guard and WPI and a three game
sweep of Bowdoin. With the vic-
tories Trinity improved its record
to 11-3.
Over spring break the team
traveled to Fort Myers, Florida to
compete in the Gene Cusik
College Classic. The team
opened with a sweeps of Roger
Williams and Babson.
Trinity then hit the first snag
of its young season. Taking on St.
Lawrence, the Bantams had a 6-4
going into the seventh inning. St.
Lawrence then plated three runs
in the lop of the seventh and held
the Bantams scoreless in the bot-
tom of the seventh, handing
Trinity its first loss.
In the second game of the
double header, Trinity erupted for
five first inning runs and bounced
back with a 9-3 win. Freshmen .
Mark Trembiay got the start for
the Bantams earning his first col-
legiate victory.
Trinity then splii doublchead-
ers with P\ymoulh State and
Southern M.iinc. completing its
!i ip with a 7-3 record. The mp
was highlighted by the play of
Kevin Tidmarsh '04. The sopho-
more hurler went 2-0 on the trip
with victories over Babson and
Southern Maine.
Offensively the Bantams
were lead by junior slugger Kurt
Piantek. Piantek led the Bantams
with four homeruns on the 10
game trip.
The team was scheduled to
open their northern schedule on
Tuesday against Coast Guard, but
due to inclement weather the
game was pushed back to
Wednesday. On Wednesday, the
Bantams were lead by Mark
Mahoney '02. The senior out-
Baseball is 12-3 on the year
fielder/pitcher got the start for the
Bantams. Mahoney earned his
first collegiate victory, pitching
six innings of one run baseball for
the Bantams. Trinity jumped out
to an 11 -0 lead and finished with-
a 12-8 victory.
Mahoney also led the
Bantams' offensive attack, belt-
ing a three run homerun to high-
light an eight run Trinity fifth
inning. Offensively Trinity was •
also paced by seniors Nick Callini
and. Greg Spanos. Callini reached
base four times on the day with
two singles and two walks, while
Spanos launched Trinity's offen-
sive attack from the leadoff spot.
The senior All-New England per-
former scored three runs in the
game, while also collecting two-
hits and two RBI's.
Trinity then opened its con-
ference schedule with a three
game series against Bowdoin.
FILC PHOTO
Led by Tidmarsh's pitching per-
formance, Trinity earned a 9-0
victory in its league opener.
Tidmarsh threw a complete game
five hit .shutout with nine strike-
With the victory Tidmarsh
improved his record to 3-0 on the
year. For his efforts Tidmarsh
was named NESCAC Co-Player
of the Week. To this point in the
season Tidmarsh has only
allowed one run in 23 innings of
work.
On Saturday, Trinity was
once again paced by its starting
pitching. Trinity won the opener
13-4 and took the nightcap 11-3,
thanks in large part to the pitching
performances of Jonah Bayliss
'03 and Spanos.
Trinity set the tone early in
the first game. Bayliss proved to
be dominant right/from the get
see BASEBALL on page 19
Women's Lacrosse
Remains Undefeated
Lady Bantams Improves Their Record to
6-0 with Victories Over Tufts and Conn
KATHRYN YOUNGBERG
SPORTS WRITER
The women's lacrosse team
has had a very successful start to
their season. They are 2-0 in the
NESCAC and 6-0 overall.
On Thursday, March 28, the
Lady Bants defeated the St.
Michael's Purple Knights 18-4.
Junior midfielder Elizabeth
Miller had four goals and two
assists for Trinity. The team start-
ed strong and ended the half with
a 10-1 lead. Senior attack tri-cap-
tain Anna Sullivan also played
strong, scoring four goals and one
assist.
Beatrice Gratry '05 put in two
goals, and junior midfielder
Katie Bowman also added two
goals for the Bantams.
Tri-captain Kelly Jo Burnett
'02 stopped six shots, while soph-
omore Alex Benjamin '04
stopped four.
On Saturday, the girls went
on to defeat the Tufts University
Jumbos 9-5. Junior attack Laura
Davis scored four goals to lead
the team to victory. This win
improved Trinity's record to 6.-0
overall.
Tufts scored first, just 43 sec-
onds into the game, but Trinity
answered back by scoring the
next four goals of the game. The
Bantams took a 5-2 lead going
into halftime. Tufts scored again
early in the second half. Once
again, Trinity responded strongly,
scoring the next three goals. The
Jumbos scored twice more, but
Trinity defended vehemently,
with Burnett making 12 saves to
secure the win for the Bantams.
Junior Ari Kristan had four stops
for the team.
The team looks to improve
their record to 7-0 and will have a
chance to do just that when they
play Amherst today at 4:30.
Women's lax is 2-0 in the NESCAC WWW.TRINCOLL.eDU
Men's Lax Beats Conn College, Loses to Tufts
ALICE ROBINSON
SPORTS WRITER
After a challenging, yet dis-
appointing, spring break trip,
lacrosse went 1-1 in its first two
NESCAC games.
The Men's Lacrosse team
went into their NESCAC opener
against Connecticut College
looking to start their conference
season off on the right foot.
Trinity came out strong
against the Camels and was able
to score a handful of quick goals
in the game's first few minutes.
Sophomore attackman Shep Skiff
scored the first goal of the game
off an assist from junior attack
Ravi Pillay. Connecticut tried to
respond netting the next goal less
than forty seconds later, but
Trinity was able to dominate the
first period scoring the next four
goals. The Trinity scores came
from senior tri-captain Sean
Rohan off an assist from fresh-
man midfielder John Thach, then
on a Will Peace '04 drive to the
net, followed shortly by a Thach
goal, and then sophomore defend-
er Pete Kennedy scored in the last
few minutes of the period.
Trinity maintained its lead for
the entire game. The Bantams
outscored Connecticut College in
each period. Skiff went on to lead'
the Bantams with four goals and
one assist, while Pillay and
Rohan each added two goals for
Trinity. Pillay also was able to
stir up the Bantam offense with
three assists. Kennedy found the
goal late in the third period for his
second goal of the game.
Sophomores David Huoppi and
Dave Chapman also netted indi-
vidual goals in the second half of
the game, along with teammate
freshman Jake Dore.
The strong offensive effort
resulted in a 15-8 victory over the
visiting Camels and Trinity's first
win of the season. The Bantam's
tenacious defense was able to
contain Connecticut, keeping
them out of the defensive end,
see LACROSSE on page 18
1 *
Men's lacrosse lost to Tufts 11-S this past Saturday WWW.TRINCOLL.eDl)
